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This report was commissioned by the Australian National Council on Drugs and summarises the available literature on the structural determinants of youth drug use. The breadth of information that could potentially be incorporated in this report is enormous, including literature from the fields of health (public health, child and adolescent development, mental health), economics, crime prevention, social policy and town planning. A thorough investigation of all of the available information was not possible, so the report has necessarily been selective in the information presented. Much of the background information, with which it is assumed most readers will be familiar, is presented in appendices.

If there is one single message we would like the reader to take away from this report, it is that drug use is as much the result of macro-environmental factors as of individual decisions. Furthermore, these factors are also important for understanding a range of adverse psychosocial health outcomes among young people. Policies that contribute to the health of society therefore will have positive impacts on a range of outcomes for adolescents, including drug use, crime, physical and mental health.
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Executive summary

Despite the allocation of significant resources to drug prevention in Australia, youth drug use remains a significant concern to the community. To date, most drug prevention efforts have been directed towards encouraging individuals not to use or misuse drugs. This report, commissioned by the Australian National Council on Drugs, aimed to provide information on macro-environmental influences on youth drug use, and how government policies and programs (structures) can positively or negatively influence those macro-environmental factors to prevent drug use and harms. The macro-environmental influences investigated were the economic, social and physical environments.

The review was preceded by a description of recent research into early childhood and developmental transitions. It was noted that early childhood and periods of transition are critically important in the psychosocial development of children. Macro-environmental factors and structures can facilitate or impede this development, directly or indirectly via the family.

Within the economic environment, widening socioeconomic gaps in Australia and elsewhere have been associated with poorer developmental health. Developmental health is a broad concept (of which drug use is one aspect) that refers to the physical and mental health, well-being, coping and competence of a population. Two mediating factors to explain this association were relative deprivation and social capital. That is, widening socioeconomic gaps have been associated with increased feelings of relative deprivation and decreased social capital, which negatively affect community life. Furthermore, low socioeconomic status, including unemployment, has been found to cluster within communities, creating environmental risk factors for children growing up within those areas. A range of macro-economic policies for addressing socioeconomic gaps and clusters of unemployment are available, including taxation policies, education policies and labour policies.

Research on the influence of the social environment has identified how social environments, such as the availability of social supports and levels of social cohesion, can affect health and well-being. A number of elements of the social environment were considered: values and beliefs, the media, the availability of leisure time, ethnic cultures and workplace cultures. It has been argued that the greater individualism and libertarianism of modern society have some benefits, but have also resulted in a lack of shared norms, values and feelings of belonging, resulting in youth alienation and a sense of powerlessness.

Evidence that the mass media have influenced drug use was found to be scant, but concern about this area is still warranted. The lack of leisure time for many working parents can be a problem when it results in a lack of supervision and boredom for children. Ethnic cultural influences can vary with a range of factors, and can have positive as well as negative impacts on drug use and social development. Drug and alcohol use cultures within work sites were identified as an issue of concern in relation to young people entering the workforce. In sum, multiple social and cultural influences on youth drug use were identified.
Physical environmental issues, including urban planning and policies, socioeconomically deprived clusters (‘ghettos’) and transport options were discussed. For example, policies that encourage moving young people from public spaces without considering their need for safe spaces to socialise can alienate youth. Socioeconomically deprived areas within Australia have been identified, characterised by multiple indicators of disadvantage such as high unemployment. These areas provide few opportunities and poor role models for young people and need specific programs to shift the cycle of disadvantage. Promotion of public transport rather than roads has been found to promote social functioning within a community. In sum, policies relating to the physical environment can contribute to the type of community within which children are raised, and to their sense of belonging to the community, with ramifications for child developmental outcomes, including drug use.

Some groups within the community are particularly affected by the macro-environmental influences covered in the report, including sole parents, rural populations, and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island communities. Particular attention needs to be given to these disadvantaged groups, to address current states of disadvantage.

In sum, a range of inter-related economic, social and physical aspects of the macro-environment have been found to influence developmental health within a community. While specific research identifying the specific influences of these environmental factors on drug use was not always found, there is good evidence for understanding drug misuse in the context of other health risk behaviours, psychosocial disorders and developmental health. Given this broader view of drug use, it is likely that research findings from these broader views have relevance for drug use prevention.

Rather than provide a prescriptive set of policies to address the macro-environmental influences on drug use, such as taxation, employment, education and welfare policies, broad principles to underpin government policies and programs are presented. These principles were proposed by members of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIAR) [1] and are consistent with the recommendations of a number of other such collaborative reviews.[2, 3] The CIAR has argued that, given the nature, extent and adverse consequences of societal change we are experiencing, government investment must support societal capacity to adapt to change. To this end, the following broad principles for government policies and programs have been recommended.

- Invest in core infrastructure. Spending on developmental health should be seen as a social investment, not just a benefit to individuals.
- Improve networks between government departments.
- Focus on the critical times in children’s development.
- Monitor interventions and their outcomes to assist needs assessments and fine-tuning interventions.

These principles need to be adopted not just in health policy, but in all government policy. The impact of all economic, education, justice and other policies on developmental health needs to be considered.

In sum, the recommendations of this review of the structural determinants of youth drug use are as follows.
1. With regard to specific drug prevention programs, we need to make better use of research literature that has been available for over a decade:

   a. Adopt better practice in planning, utilising established methods such as those available in the field of health promotion. For example:
      i. Address the multiple risk and protective factors for youth drug use.
      ii. Have specific, measurable, realistic objectives.
      iii. Work at all levels of influence: the individual, the family, and the local and macro environments.
      iv. Take a long-term view — one-shot interventions are not effective.

   b. Learn from the research experience relating to drug prevention. For example, be realistic about the limitations of drug education, media campaigns and law enforcement. Single, one-shot strategies are particularly ineffective. Drug use and abuse is a complex psychosocial issue that cannot be fixed by simple solutions.

2. Take a broader view of drug prevention:

   a. Acknowledge that drug use is one of a range of problem behaviours and should not be seen in isolation. Work collaboratively with others concerned with problem behaviours, including crime, suicide and educational problems, to address the shared pathways to these outcomes.

   b. Understand how drug use is shaped by human developmental processes from birth. This requires consideration of:
      i. critical and sensitive periods in child development (hence the importance of early interventions);
      ii. developmental transitions (hence the importance of timing interventions to coincide with natural transitions);
      iii. the importance of family, community and other social networks in shaping human development.

   c. Acknowledge that drug use is not simply an individual behaviour, but is shaped by a range of macro-environmental factors, including the economic, social and physical environment.

   d. Consider the impact of all government policies and programs on the macro-environmental influences on developmental health. This needs to be done at the national, State/Territory and local government levels, and in all areas (including taxation, employment, education, urban planning, transport, justice and so on), not just the health portfolio.

   e. Shift the focus from the negative to the positive. Work towards supporting young people to be happy, socially connected, and engaged in life, rather than focusing on negative outcomes such as drug use.

3. There are a number of groups in Australia who disproportionately suffer the adverse impacts of macro-environmental risk factors. Targeted interventions with high-risk groups are recommended.

4. Improve the link between research and practice: base policy and funding decisions on the research evidence we already have; monitor and evaluate policies and programs; and continually adjust policies and programs to reflect new information as it becomes available.
1. Background

Youth drug use has been an issue of public health and broader community concern, particularly in the last two decades. The Australian Government has responded to this community concern by adopting a policy encompassing three approaches to drug harm minimisation: harm reduction, demand reduction, and supply reduction.[4] A range of strategies to prevent drug use and misuse, including school-based drug education, mass media campaigns, and supply reduction have been implemented in Australia and overseas, with mixed, often disappointing, results.[5] Despite significant expenditure, youth drug use has been increasing,[6] and drug mortality is projected to increase.[7] This is occurring within a context of increased rates of other problem behaviours among youth, which are expected to continue to increase as a result of rapid societal changes that are producing less stable environments and greater uncertainty about life.[8]

There have been a number of fundamental problems with drug prevention efforts to date. Firstly, drug misuse has tended to be seen as an isolated health-risk behaviour. There are strong arguments for conceptualising drug misuse as one of a range of health risk behaviours, including school problems and delinquency, which have common risk and protective factors, and which share common health-and-welfare compromising outcomes, such as mental health problems, school failure, unemployment and suicidal behaviour.[9]

Secondly, drug prevention programs have not often been implemented in a manner that is consistent with health promotion planning methods.[10] Instead of attending to the multiple risk factors for drug misuse, there has been a tendency to target single risk factors for drug misuse (for example, knowledge of harms); and to implement one-off, short-term interventions (for example, school-based drug education). Furthermore, traditional methods of drug prevention have tended to focus upon changing individual knowledge, attitudes and skills so that young people will choose not to misuse drugs.[11] There has been insufficient attention paid to the creation of health-promoting environments that will support such choices. During the last few years, there has been increased attention in public health to the social, economic and cultural determinants of health (macro-environmental factors) in addition to individual risk factors.[12] The need to address environmental risk factors for drug use has been acknowledged internationally,[13] but has received insufficient acknowledgement in Australia.

---

1 See Appendix 9.5 for an overview of harms associated with youth drug use.
2 See Appendix 9.3 for an overview of harm minimisation policy.
3 See Appendix 9.4 for a definition and discussions of the terms, including ‘use’ and ‘abuse’. ‘Misuse’ is used to denote any use that is risky or harmful, and includes early initiation of use.
4 See Appendix 9.10 for an overview of drug prevention strategies.
5 See Appendix 9.6 for an overview of youth drug use patterns and trends.
6 See Appendix 9.8 for an overview of research on risk and protective factors for problem behaviours.
7 See Appendix 9.9 for an overview of health promotion and planning methods.
8 See Appendix 9.10 for an overview of drug prevention strategies.
9 See Appendix 9.11 for a model of influences on drug use behaviour.
This report into the structural determinants of youth drug use was commissioned by the Australian National Council on Drugs (ANCD). The ANCD is a group of drug experts who have been appointed to provide advice to the Prime Minister and to Commonwealth, State and Territory Health, Law Enforcement and Education Ministers on drug issues and how these may be addressed. In commissioning this investigation, the ANCD sought ‘recommendations that will enable health promotion activities to be conducted in a supportive environment and that could be used to enable primary prevention approaches to achieve maximum impact’. The role of the ANCD to advise government influenced the selection of issues covered and recommendations made in this report. That is, issues that operate at regional, State or national levels and that require responses at those levels were the focus of this study.

Consultations conducted for this project identified a range of definitions of ‘structural determinants of drug use’. For example, structural determinants can be defined as factors that usually have an impact upon more than one person, and that result from the way societal institutions are structured; for example, the health, taxation, education and welfare systems, and the labour market. Such structures occur at all levels of an individual’s environment, for example, the family (family structure), State (school system) and national (taxation system) levels. The conceptualisation of ‘structural determinants’ used in this report was influenced by two factors.

Firstly, consideration was given to the secondary audience of this report: government ministers at the State/Territory and national levels. What information is useful, relevant and within the sphere of influence of those ministers and policy makers? The second consideration was the availability of research literature. What information is available on ‘structural determinants’ in the sense used here? The term ‘structural determinants’ is infrequently and inconsistently used in the research literature. There is no clear definition to draw upon, let alone information under the types of headings suggested by the above definition. Given these considerations, our focus was on the macro-environmental influences on drug use, with consideration for how those macro-environmental influences are, or can be, influenced by government policies and programs (‘structures’).

Our approach was to conceptualise drug misuse as one of a range of problem behaviours, with common antecedents and consequences. This is consistent with current conceptualisations of drug use behaviour.[13–16] Accordingly, a broad field of research was utilised, including research from the disciplines of mental health, economics, crime prevention, child and adolescent health, public health, and social policy. Particular attention was paid to non-drug-specific macro-environmental influences on drug use. Drug-specific influences on drug use such as drug legislation, drug availability, and drug law enforcement are not discussed here because current drug policy is already directed towards addressing them.

The macro-environmental factors discussed in this report are the economic environment, the social and cultural environment, and the physical environment. These are not mutually exclusive categories, but intrinsically interlinked. The discussion of macro-environmental influences is preceded by a brief overview of child and adolescent development. The report concludes with recommendations for national and State government prevention policy.

---

See Appendix 9.1 for the specific objectives of this paper, as provided by the ANCD.

See Appendix 9.11 for a model of influences on drug use behaviour.

See Appendix 9.8 for an overview of drug-specific macro-environmental influences on drug use, including legislation, drug availability and law enforcement.
2. Child and adolescent development

An understanding of child and adolescent development is necessary for planning any program relating to child and adolescent health. A concept of particular relevance is that of developmental pathways and transitions, particularly in early childhood, as described by Keating and Hertzman. Social circumstances systematically affect these developmental trajectories and can embed themselves in human biology. This process, which they called ‘biological embedding’, then affects well-being across the life cycle. Keating and Hertzman described two competing explanatory models of the developmental process:

- The latency model emphasises that psychosocial and socioeconomic conditions very early in life strongly affect later life, independently of intervening experience. This model assumes that there are critical and sensitive periods in brain development. Its implication is that early life is critically important for long-term development.

- The pathways model emphasises that life events have a cumulative effect and that psychosocial and socioeconomic circumstances throughout life reinforce these effects. This model implies that interventions ‘aimed at core developmental processes that occur at important transition points in development have enhanced prospects for success’ (p. 8). Hertzman has described how sub-optimal neurophysiological development, chronic stress, alienation and a marginalised social support network can create physiological changes which can contribute to problems relating to education, crime and drug use in the short term; with adverse impacts upon employment, social support, and chronic disease in mid-life, and degenerative disease in later life.

Keating and Herzman made the following points about biological embedding of social processes:

- Biological embedding does not imply developmental determinism, it means that ‘negative effects are harder to redirect later in development than they would have been to prevent earlier in development’.

- There are critical periods in early development during which the experiences of an individual will be encoded, especially in the neural system. Before and after critical periods, the same experiences will have little or no effect on the developing organism. It has been argued that some fundamental features of social interaction might be related to systems in the brain that are subject to critical periods. An analogy was made with the sensory cortex and sight. If the correct stimulation is not received at the right time, the visual system does not work, even though all the necessary parts are physically in place.

- Biology and experience interact. For example, hyperactive rhesus monkeys generally die early, and do not reproduce or become leaders. However, hyperactive monkeys raised by nurturing mothers are more likely than average to become leaders. Evidence suggests that there is a close interplay between biology and experience.

---

See Appendix 9.7 for further discussion of child and adolescent development.

Keating and Hertzman’s book, Developmental Health and the Wealth of Nations, had significant influence on this report. The book was the result of ten years’ collaborative research by the Human Development Program of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research, drawing upon international experts in neuroscience, developmental psychology, education, anthropology, primatology and experimental biology.
There are also developmentally sensitive periods in the development of human cognitive, social, and emotional systems.\textsuperscript{[17]} These are less ‘all or nothing’ than critical periods. For example, there is evidence of sensitive periods in the regulation of emotion, attention and social relationships, which show longitudinal continuity from the first year of life, to the ability to function in school-related cognitive and behaviour skills in the first year of school.\textsuperscript{[22]}

The National Crime Prevention report \textit{Pathways to Prevention}, convened by Professor Ross Homel, used a developmental perspective (as described above) for the development of recommendations for crime prevention.\textsuperscript{[15]} This work is relevant for drug prevention, both because illicit drug use is a ‘crime’ covered by the report, and because of the overlap in aetiology of crime and drug abuse.\textsuperscript{[14]} Consistent with Keating and Hertzman, Homel and colleagues described how life is a series of phases linked by a series of transitions.\textsuperscript{[15]} The ability to successfully negotiate a transition is important for coping with the next stage of a person’s life. Failure to cope with a transition can create a pattern of cumulative risk factors. These phases and transition points are where interventions can occur most effectively. At these times, individuals tend to be open to advice and learning opportunities that will assist them to cope with these transitions. Hence, the right advice and support, and learning opportunities at the right time, can assist healthy progress through the transition points of life.

Homel and colleagues have noted that social contexts can facilitate or obstruct successful transitions.\textsuperscript{[15]} Transitions are made more easily when social structures provide the information needed to make a transition. A school structure, for example, that has no degree of flexibility makes it more difficult for individuals to cope successfully with transitions. Further, for those who have not successfully coped with a transition, some environments facilitate adjustment and recovery better than others.

While early childhood is a significant period of neurological programming, adolescence is the period during which most drug use commences. Consequently, transitions during adolescent to adult roles are important. The timing of adolescent transitions has changed over the last century, with a longer period of adolescence, longer periods as students with peers, and delayed entry as adults to work settings.\textsuperscript{[23–25]} Eckersley has argued that changes in adolescent transitions have contributed to the increase in psychosocial disorders among young people in the twentieth century. The emergence of a youth culture, which has isolated young people from adults and is increasingly influenced by peers and the media, has increased the tensions between dependence and autonomy that need to be resolved during adolescence.\textsuperscript{xvi}[26]

\textsuperscript{xv} See Appendix 9.8 for Jessor’s model of adolescent risk behaviours.

\textsuperscript{xvi} Cultural influences are further discussed in Section 4.
Some empirical support for the changes in the timing of transitions comes from Schneider’s study using data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.[27] A substantial increase in economic dependency on parents since the 1960s was found, with particularly large increases for young people aged 15–20 during the 1980s and early 1990s. Changes for this group were considered to be mainly the result of increased participation in education, lower employee incomes, and changes to government income support. Schneider hypothesised that this could have an adverse effect on the well-being of young people, their families and the community in general. Possible consequences include lower living standards for young people and their families, family conflict, homelessness, crime and political cynicism.

In sum, child and adolescent development entails progress through a series of transitions and stages in life. Children and adolescents need support at all stages, within the family and the broader community, to successfully negotiate these transitions, or to recover from less successful transitions. In particular, a shift in public spending to support the crucial period of early childhood has been recommended.[1, 15, 28]
3. Economic environment

The economic environment, in particular socioeconomic gaps, social capital, unemployment and other indicators of socioeconomic status (SES), are discussed below. While SES is an individual risk factor rather than a macro-environmental risk factor, it is included here because (a) it is substantially influenced by government policies and programs, such as employment programs and welfare policy, and (b) it can cluster within communities to form an environmental risk factor.

3.1 Socioeconomic gaps

We are in a period of increasing wealth, but increasing disparity between rich and poor.[23, 29, 30] In 1996, the United Nations reported that the 358 richest people in the world controlled assets that were equivalent to the combined annual incomes of poor countries that are home to 45% of the world population.[31] Despite the increased wealth, the percentage of dependent children living below the poverty line in Australia doubled in the last quarter of the twentieth century.[32] Increased wealth has not necessarily been associated with positive outcomes for the community, not even for the wealthy. Eckersley has observed that wealth is a poor predictor of happiness.[33] Happiness is more likely to be connected to a sense of meaning, self-worth and belonging.[34]

There have been multiple studies, particularly in the United States, the United Kingdom and Europe, that have demonstrated that the greater the disparity between rich and poor in a community, State or nation, the worse the outcomes in terms of mortality, morbidity and behaviours including drug use, crime and educational attainment.[35, 36] Keating and Hertzman described this broad set of outcomes as ‘developmental health’, which they define to include the physical and mental health, well-being, coping and competence of the population.[35] Thus, it is not just the socioeconomically disadvantaged who suffer poorer developmental health than the more advantaged. Large socioeconomic gaps in a population have been found to have detrimental impacts upon the whole of that population. That is, wealthy people in a population with small gaps between wealthy and poor will have better developmental health than equivalently wealthy people in a population with large socioeconomic gaps. Conversely, a poor person in a low-gap population is better off than a poor person in a high-gap population.

There remain some issues for debate. For example, there are some methodological issues in studies of socioeconomic gaps relating to how adjustments are made for individual income,[37, 38] government expenditure and absolute poverty,[39] and the appropriate unit of analysis (community, State or national).[38, 40] Overall, the findings in support of the impact of socioeconomic inequalities have been fairly consistent across outcomes, countries, levels of analysis, and when other factors such as individual income and poverty are taken into account.[39]
3.1.1 Contributing factors

What are the major forces causing the increase in socioeconomic gaps? Two interlinked concepts that tend to be considered as major contributors to socioeconomic disparity are neo-liberalism and globalisation. Neo-liberalism (or new liberalism) is a set of principles characterised by small government and big business. Coburn has argued that neo-liberalism produces higher income inequality and lowered social cohesion by undermining the welfare state.[41] The rise of neo-liberalism and the decline of the welfare state, argued Coburn, are themselves tied to globalisation. Globalisation refers to the growth of multinational business corporations, whose primary purpose is to make profit. Stilwell, Professor of Economics at Sydney University, described how globalisation has created a downward pressure on wage rates and tax levels and increased socioeconomic inequalities, thus increasing health problems (as discussed above).[42] He noted that globalisation has generated strong pressure on nations to remove regulations, such as those concerned with environmental protection or the promotion of local industry development.

3.1.2 Mediating factors

How do socioeconomic gaps affect developmental health? Two factors have been discussed in the literature: relative deprivation and social capital. Wilkinson has discussed how low social status produces feelings of inferiority and insecurity, thereby affecting emotional attachments in early childhood.[43] Wilkinson has expressed particular concern about children being emotionally scarred by the tensions and conflicts of family life, under stress because the family is living in relative poverty.[39] This notion is consistent with work by Merton in 1968, cited by Kawachi and colleagues, which attributes crime to the *anomie* engendered by the high value placed upon achievement within society, while great disparities in income are evident.[44] That is, a sense of failure, self-blame and resentment results when there are highly visible and large inequalities in material assets. Such *anomie* impacts upon social cohesion — a different concept to social capital (described below).

Social capital is the concept that has received most attention as an explanatory factor in the research literature to date. There have been multiple definitions and conceptualisations of social capital.[45–47] Kawachi has described it as ‘those features of social organisation — such as the extent of interpersonal trust between citizens, norms of reciprocity, and density of civic associations — that facilitate cooperation for mutual benefit’ (p. 1187).[48]
Multiple indicators of social capital have been used, including degree of mistrust, levels of perceived reciprocity, and per capita membership in voluntary organisations,[49] neighbourhood connections, family and friend connections, and tolerance of diversity.[50] It has been claimed that social capital plays an important role in the functioning of community life across a variety of domains, including government performance and democracy, the prevention of juvenile delinquency and crime, the promotion of successful youth development, and reducing socioeconomic disparities in health.[51] Social capital has been found to affect individual health, even after adjusting for income, education and smoking.[48]

Baum and colleagues report on the Adelaide Health Development and Social Capital Project, conducted in a low socioeconomic area in Adelaide, South Australia.[52] Data were collected by a mail survey (N=2542), in-depth interviews (N=40), a survey of 400 community groups and organisations, and 25 case studies of community groups and organisations. The study found that involvement in social and community life improved health and acted as a buffer to declining socioeconomic status. Young people were the least likely to participate in civic activity. The authors hypothesised that this was a cohort effect, with this group of young people being particularly disillusioned with the system and preferring to pursue individual interests, such as sporting and social activities. Baum and colleagues recommended increased investment in structures that facilitate participation in community life, to reduce the fear of strangers and increase trust.[52]

Kawachi has hypothesised that social capital can affect health through different pathways, depending upon whether it is measured at the neighbourhood or State level.[48] For example, at the neighbourhood level, the extent to which neighbours are willing to exert social controls on deviant behaviour such as adolescent smoking and drinking (‘collective efficacy’) might be determined by the extent of trust (‘social capital’) within a neighbourhood. At the State level, the data reported by Kawachi and colleagues suggested that a low level of interpersonal trust was associated with a lower level of investment in human security and social safety nets.

There can be some negative aspects to social capital.[48] For example, some forms of social capital can stifle individual choice, others might not be available to all members of the community, and others might have an orientation towards self-interest rather than the community. These, however, might be more measurement than conceptual problems with social capital. Cox and Caldwell have argued that activities that benefit only an individual or a small group of people should not be included in the definition (or measurement) of social capital.[53]
Falling levels of trust in individuals and institutions,[54] and falling participation in voluntary work [55] have raised concern about a reduction in public spirit in Australia. Winter has contrasted two types of explanations for such changes: the ‘too much state’ favoured by a neo-liberal position, and the ‘too much market’ favoured by those from a social democratic position.[46] According to the former explanation, ‘the welfare state has “crowded out” the roles of families and communities, supplanted tasks that they previously undertook, and left people dependent upon welfare provision’ (p. 14). According to the latter, there has been ‘an over-reliance upon market delivery and competition orients individuals to a consumerist “what’s in it for me” mentality, that undermines the cooperation and mutuality of family and community life’ (p. 14).

Latham has proposed a set of six strategies for the government for developing a society with shared interests characterised by mutual trust and moral obligation.[56] These include, in brief, policy makers reorienting themselves to be facilitators of social change, the creation of new institutions to bring order to the global economy, a transfer of power from bureaucracies to the community, the devolution of social policy, building up social capability by education, and the democratisation of capitalism. Cox and Caldwell, on the other hand, expressed concerns about the devolution of responsibility to the local community level.[53] They argued that such a shift can further disempower the disadvantaged.

### 3.2 Unemployment

Fergusson and colleagues studied a birth cohort of young people in New Zealand up to the age of 18.[57] The study participants were assessed on: (a) duration of exposure to unemployment from age 16; (b) DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for major depression, anxiety disorders, conduct disorder, nicotine dependence, other substance abuse/dependence and attempted suicide. This information was integrated with longitudinal data gathered on the social circumstances, family background and adjustment of the cohort up to the age of 18. The study found that increasing exposure to unemployment was associated with increasing risks of psychiatric disorder in adolescence. Those exposed to six months or more of unemployment had rates of disorder that were 1.5 to 5.4 times higher than those not exposed to unemployment. While most of the elevated risk of disorder among the unemployed was explained by pre-existing family and personal factors, even after controlling for these factors, those exposed to unemployment had significantly higher rates of substance use disorders and anxiety disorder.

In addition to the impact on individuals, unemployment tends to cluster geographically, creating economically deprived neighbourhoods.[58, 59] Kawachi, Kennedy and Wilkinson have discussed how residential concentrations of poverty and unemployment create a double burden for the poor.[44] Not only do they have to deal with their own problems relating to low income, they also have to deal with problems relating to living in a community where most of the neighbours are poor. These problems include a lack of role models for employment and high rates of delinquency and crime. Vinson reviewed the literature and presented a model depicting how exclusion from the...
labour market leads to a series of problems, including low access to better housing and neighbourhoods, non-conformist attitudes, prejudice from mainstream society and so on, which then leads to the development of an alienated subculture.[58]

Similarly, Gregory and Hunter discussed how economically deprived neighbourhoods can develop their own pathologies. As unemployment increases within a neighbourhood and fewer friends have jobs, access to informal sources of work is decreased, as the most successful method of obtaining employment is through friends and contacts. Furthermore, individuals living in depressed neighbourhoods might develop behaviour patterns that make it difficult for them to be successful in job search.[29] In terms of the impact on young people, Gregory and Hunter noted that growing numbers of sole parents — who tend to be unemployed women — are increasingly concentrated in low-SES neighbourhoods. Consequently, more children are growing up in disadvantaged communities. Furthermore, the joblessness in low-SES areas begins with adolescents. In 1991, the employment rate of adolescents in low-SES areas was 80 per cent that of high-SES areas.[29]

In sum, unemployment has significant impacts upon communities as well as on individuals. Communities with high levels of unemployment have particularly negative effects on children growing up in those communities. Policies and programs that aim to increase employment levels, particularly in areas of high unemployment, are likely to be beneficial. For example, the Centre of Full Employment and Equity at the University of Newcastle has proposed a model for full employment, funded by the government.[60] Kawachi and colleagues also suggest dispersing public housing to avoid concentrations of low income and unemployed people.[44]

3.3 Socioeconomic status

Employment is one indicator relating to socioeconomic status (SES). Other indicators include education, occupational class, personal income, spending power and housing tenure. Stuart and Price reviewed studies of the impact of SES and unemployment on substance abuse and found consistent reports that people from low-SES groups, unemployed or underemployed, and the homeless are at much greater risk of substance abuse than the general population.[61] For example, Makela studied the death register in Finland for the period covering 1987–95.[62] Multivariate analyses of the 22 000 alcohol-related deaths identified that each of these SES indices was strongly associated with alcohol-related mortality, even after adjusting for other SES indices. Van Oers and colleagues studied the relationship between education and alcohol consumption in a sample of 3787 individuals on the population register in The Netherlands. Among the males, excessive drinking was most prevalent among those with the least education. Among females, ‘symptomatic drinking’ was most prevalent among females with the lowest level of education.[63]

Parental alcoholism and drug dependence have been identified as risk factors for early-onset smoking among young people.[64] Children being raised by families with low SES, it appears, are themselves at increased risk of early onset of drug use, which itself is a risk factor for increased problem drug use [65–70], and the development of problems in other areas of life related to drug use, including sexual activity, criminal activity and reduced educational attainment.[71, 72] These findings have implications not just for targeting of interventions to families with low SES, but for policies that increase socioeconomic gaps so that there are is a greater proportion of the population with relatively low SES.
3.4 Changes to macro-economic policies

This section has identified that unemployment and other indicators of low SES, as well as large socioeconomic gaps within populations, have detrimental impacts upon developmental health. While drug use was not always a measured outcome, there was sufficient theoretical and empirical grounds to suggest that these variables do affect drug use. Turrell and colleagues have noted that a range of macro-economic policies have been recommended to alleviate socioeconomic health inequalities.[73] These include:

- redistribution of wealth through progressive taxation
- income maintenance policies for individuals and families in poverty
- improvement of education, particularly for the disadvantaged
- education and training policies to alleviate unemployment and prevent poverty in the long term
- policies that secure economic and geographic access to education and training
- labour policies that reduce the risk of unemployment among those in a weak position in the labour force, such as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
- reducing income differentials by policies that compress income scales, give priority in wage rises to low-income occupational groups, and secure minimum wages
- legislation that requires health impact statements for all government economic and social policies prior to their implementation.

Turrell and colleagues noted that implementation of such policies would be difficult to achieve. However, the overwhelming evidence is that socioeconomic gaps and disadvantage contribute to a range of detrimental outcomes, not just drug use, so such action is required.
4. Social and cultural environment

4.1 Social environment

The social environment includes the groups to which people belong, the neighbourhoods in which they live, the organisation of workplaces, and the policies a community creates to order the lives of its members. Prevention interventions with an environmental perspective, according to authors Yen and Syme, can influence the lives of more people over a longer period of time than interventions aimed at individuals. After reviewing research on the effects of society on health, they drew three conclusions. First, areas have characteristics that persist over time and are more than the sum of the individuals living within them. Second, features of the area can affect social support and social cohesion, which in turn affect health. Third, the social characteristics of an area are the result of a number of factors, including socioeconomic status, public services, behaviour and culture.

The social environment, in these senses, has been associated with disease and mortality risks, independent of individual risk factors suggesting that the social environment influences disease pathways.

There is significant support for the notion of societal influences on health. Wadsworth has argued that the social factors that indicate community disorganisation and disruption, perceived helplessness and lack of support, low educational attainment and poverty affect health at the individual and at the national level. Furthermore, when these adverse conditions affect the lives of children who then become parents, they affect the future health of individuals in that society.

Many of these societal influences are affected by economic factors. However, even within socioeconomically equivalent neighbourhoods, the social environment can affect drug problems and delinquency. For example, relative to poor high-risk neighbourhoods, poor low-risk neighbourhoods have bigger and more diversified social networks, neighbours less suspicious of each other, and greater residential stability.

Davis’s review of resilience (see Appendix 9.8.5.3) identified that communities can foster resilience in children, when they have the following qualities:

- neighbourhoods with healthy institutions, such as schools, churches and youth organisations, which provide positive role models for children as well as infrastructure for youth programs;
- strong social networks in which adults are connected with each other;
- residents and individuals have a sense of control over key areas of their lives, for example, home ownership.

In sum, consistent with the above discussion of the economic environment, research from a range of fields identifies the importance of the social environment, including the availability of social support and role models, on child health and development.

---

Resilience refers to the ability to be well-adjusted and interpersonally effective in the face of an adverse environment.
4.2 Values and beliefs

Halpern has suggested that there have been two inter-related changes in moral values and religious beliefs among younger and older generations in Europe in the latter half of the twentieth century.[77] The first has been a reduction in the shared norms, values and constraints at the informal level, resulting in greater individualism and libertarianism. The second has been the replacement of shared norms by formal norms, values and constraints, particularly in the legal sphere. While there are many benefits to individualism, it has also resulted in disillusionment and alienation from society. Eckersley has discussed how Australian youth feel alienated, pessimistic and powerless.[78] He described western culture as failing ‘to provide an adequate framework of hope, moral values, and a sense of belonging and meaning in our lives, so weakening social cohesion and personal resilience’ (p. 423). Eckersley has noted how the failure of western culture to provide guidance and a world view is more apparent in young, heterogeneous nations such as Australia, which lack a long, shared cultural heritage or a strong sense of identity.[79]

Further, Eckersley has argued that modern Western society has failed to provide the matrix of stories, beliefs and values that can hold a society together, and allow individuals to make sense of their lives and be sustained throughout stress and strains of life. This failure, argued Eckersley, is especially costly for young people because of their early stage of development and socialisation.[26]

4.3 Media

Wartella’s review of the impact of media on problem behaviours among young people concluded that there is little evidence that the media influence drug use.[80] This conclusion was based upon the paucity of rigorous research, rather than research demonstrating a lack of influence. Wartella concluded that the mass media have a role in providing adolescents with information about appropriate standards of behaviour. However, the media are not a major cause of disordered adolescent behaviour. It appears that media can influence the behaviour of some susceptible individuals if they are sufficiently exposed. Further research in this area is warranted. In the meantime, it would be prudent to attend to the messages delivered by mass media to young people.

4.4 Leisure time

Bittman has argued that a lack of leisure time can have negative consequences for children and families.[81] A lack of leisure time for parents means unsupervised and unfulfilling time for children as they grow up, particularly for children whose parents cannot afford alternative childcare. Further, people can be ‘shut out of society’ if they are unable to participate in customary leisure activities. The most recent Australian Time Use Survey indicated that access to time for leisure participation was determined by hours of employment, family responsibilities and gender.[81] Household income had no significant effect on the availability of leisure time after adjusting for working hours. Bittman considered a range of policies to alleviate social exclusion from leisure participation, including regulation of working hours and parental leave.
4.5 Ethnic culture

Australia is a multicultural nation, including people from a variety of religious, language and national backgrounds. Population estimates from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) for 1998 identified 23 per cent of the population as overseas-born. The 1996 Census showed that a further 27 per cent of persons born in Australia had at least one overseas-born parent.[82] In 1996, 16 per cent of the population five years and over spoke a language other than English at home. Over 200 languages are spoken in Australia, including 48 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages.[83]

Children born in Australia can be influenced by the cultural background of their parents, grandparents or other relatives born outside Australia. The degree to which Australians born outside Australia might be influenced by the culture of their birthplace can vary according to a number of factors, such as the number of years they have lived in Australia, education, occupation, income and ethnic identification. For example, Australians who arrived in Australia as infants might view their parents’ culture and Australian culture differently from those who recently arrived as adults.[84]

Differential family acculturation and role reversal or loss of parental control over adolescents by parents who are less acculturated than their children have been associated with youth substance abuse in the United States.[85, 86] While there is a substantial amount of research into ethno-specific substance use patterns, risk and protective factors, and interventions in the United States,[87] there is little Australian research on this complex topic.

One example of research relating to language other than English (LOTE) spoken at home and drug use among Australian students is a study by Rissel, McLellan and Bauman.[88] Rissel and colleagues surveyed 2573 school students in an area of Sydney characterised by a high proportion of Arabic- and Vietnamese-speaking students. The survey assessed drug use, the school environment, parental strictness, and frequency of social contact. Lower rates of alcohol and cannabis use were reported by the Arabic- and Vietnamese-speaking students compared to the English-speaking students. The study identified stricter parenting and less time unsupervised with friends, among Vietnamese-speaking students, perhaps contributing to their lower rates of drugs use. While suggesting that the parenting strategies of some migrant communities might have a beneficial role for drug prevention, the authors noted that the effects of migrant cultures are complex, and warrant further research.

Other research among ethnic groups in Australia has been conducted, particularly by the Drug and Alcohol Multicultural Education Centre in Sydney.[89–93] Conclusions can be drawn only for specific groups within specific areas in specific historical periods. There is insufficient empirical data on ethnic cultural influences on youth drug use to speculate upon the structural factors that could foster positive cultural influences. One could speculate on a range of structural influences, such as immigration policies and practices, policies relating to multiculturalism, and recognition of overseas qualifications (and subsequent employment). Further research is recommended, especially in ethnic communities with over- and under-representation of drug use among youth.
4.6 Workplace culture

Being employed has been associated with higher levels of alcohol consumption among young people.[94] Alcohol policies, and the extent to which policies are actually enforced, have been found to predict drinking norms and alcohol availability at workplaces. Drinking norms, in turn, have been found to predict work-related drinking and to account for differences in alcohol consumption between two work sites.[95] While attention has been paid to drug prevention for young people in school, more attention needs to be paid to young people in the workforce.
5. Physical environment

5.1 Youth and public space

The physical environment is a significant determinant in young people’s quality of life in terms of opportunity for leisure and recreation, social integration and participation (which includes education and employment transitions and retention), freedom of mobility, health and identity construction. According to Malone:

Ideally towns and cities should be the place where children and youth can socialise, observe and learn about how society functions and contribute to the cultural fabric of a community. They should also be sites where they find refuge, discover nature and find tolerant and caring adults who support them.[96]

Recent research on young people in local environments has indicated that the neighbourhood, which once served as a resource for recreation and leisure, no longer supports or provides stimulation for young people.[97] This is particularly pertinent when boredom has been identified as a significant contributor to young people becoming involved in risk-taking behaviour.[98] This trend is particularly evident for young people who are spatially disadvantaged through living in urban fringe or rural locations. Drawing upon the work of Maher, research has established that spatial or locational disadvantages are the outcomes of social, political and economic processes.[99] Areas lack particular facilities because of a myriad of decisions by communities, governments and planners, rather than just the physical characteristics of location.

5.1.1 Urban fringes and rural settings

Commonwealth and State youth policies frequently identify the importance of young people having ready access to services regardless of their geographical location, social, cultural or economic circumstances (see, for example, the Australian and New Zealand Youth Ministers’ youth policy).[100] Services include health, transport, justice, recreation, housing, employment and education. Yet studies of young people in urban fringe suburbs [101] and rural settings [98] reveal that they feel disadvantaged by their location in regard to service provision.

Winter drew upon data from the Australian Living Standards Study (ALSS) conducted by the Australian Institute of Family Studies (AIFS) when exploring the social and locational aspects of young people’s living standards in fringe suburbs.[101] He reported that, along with other services, health services were not frequently accessed or available to young people. ‘As with other essential services young people generally express little interest in health services, despite an obvious need since depression and problematic alcohol and drug use were not uncommon’ (p. 5).[101]
Similarly, Patterson and Pegg studied the relationship between ‘leisure boredom’ and alcohol and drug dependence among youth.\(^9\) They concluded that the results supported the hypothesis that rural youth (especially young males) experienced high levels of leisure boredom and social disconnection and had a greater likelihood of consuming large quantities of alcohol or taking drugs than their city counterparts. This behaviour often resulted in feelings of alienation, depression and physical isolation. These structural factors, according to Baume and Clinton, were the contributing factors to high numbers of male youth suicide in rural areas.\(^3\) A report released by the Queensland Alcohol and Drug Foundation suggested that alcohol and drug problems in rural areas, although common, continued to remain hidden from political view and did not attract adequate resources.\(^5\)

5.1.2 Regulation of public space

Boredom and lack of facilities and services have also been identified in youth literature as contributing factors in young people’s desire to congregate in public places. In the context of the global trend towards zero tolerance, current research has indicated that many young people are being positioned as ‘intruders’ and ‘illegitimate users’ of public spaces.\(^4\) A variety of regulatory policies and policing activities, such as surveillance, curfews, move-on and anti-congregation laws, have been introduced in cities around Australia with the specific aim of restricting young people’s access to public space. Policing of the streets and the current climate of a ‘fear of crime’ have resulted in many people congregating in less visible areas of the urban environment. This retreat to marginal spaces of the street can increase the likelihood of young people being exposed to, and identifying with, individuals involved in street-based drug markets who also operate in these less visible zones.\(^6\)

According to Malone: ‘These policing regimes serve to restrict opportunities for youth to develop appropriate spatial behaviours through modeling and integration and reinforce disconnection and isolation from the community’ (p. 7).\(^7\) This was supported by a recent study by White on the relationship between young people and their involvement in criminal economies around the drug market. He concluded that ‘local community circumstances are a vital factor in any exploration of the relationship between drugs and young people’ (p. 99).\(^8\) Similarly, Bushway and Reuter recommended legislation for better practice in design of public spaces as a crime-prevention strategy.\(^9\)
5.1.3 Indicators of environmental quality

Results from the Growing Up in Cities project in Australia and globally have revealed the important role of the local environment as the site for young people to explore meanings of sociability and identity construction.[109] Indicators of local environmental quality developed by young people involved in the UNESCO–MOST international Growing Up in Cities project are presented in Table 1. These features appear to relate to other areas of discussion in this report, such as social capital and relative deprivation (above). For example, ‘safety from social dangers’ relates to trust, an indicator of social capital. ‘Social exclusion and stigma’ relate to the discussion of social cohesion, anomie and relative deprivation.

5.2 Neighbourhood clusters

Kawachi and Kennedy have noted that the recent increase in income inequality in many countries (described above) has been accompanied by a marked increase in the residential concentration of poverty and affluence.[110] They observe that this segregation has diminished the opportunities for social cohesion and resulted in a number of negative outcomes, including increased rates of crime and reduced productivity and economic growth.

The issue of clusters of unemployment creating ‘ghettos’ has been described above (section 3.2). Smith and colleagues have presented data to demonstrate that living in socioeconomically deprived areas contributes to poor health outcomes.[111] Poorer neighbourhoods have been found to have greater drug use. Anthony and colleagues demonstrated that clusters of cannabis users [112] and cocaine users [113] were similar to the clustering of annual family incomes, a social index of wealth and economic prosperity.[112]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive social qualities</th>
<th>Negative social qualities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social integration</td>
<td>Sense of powerlessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety from social dangers</td>
<td>Insecure tenure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesive community identity</td>
<td>Racial tensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure land tenure</td>
<td>Fear of harassment and crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tradition of community self-help</td>
<td>Boredom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social exclusion and stigma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive physical qualities</th>
<th>Negative physical qualities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green areas</td>
<td>Lack of gathering places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of basic services</td>
<td>Lack of varied activity settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety of activity settings</td>
<td>Lack of basic services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety from physical dangers</td>
<td>Heavy traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom of movement</td>
<td>Trash/litter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer gathering places</td>
<td>Geographic isolation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Indicators of Local Environment Quality
(based on evaluations of 10–15 year olds at UNESCO–MOST ‘Growing Up in Cities’ sites)
Source: Chawla [200]
Gregory and Hunter noted that Australia has traditionally not had ‘ghettos’, as our federal taxation system in Australia is an income-equalising force across neighbourhoods, whereas in the United States ghettos are created by a system of local taxes which amplifies existing inequalities. [29] Mapping research by Vinson, however, has identified a small number of areas with high levels of disadvantage across multiple indicators of disadvantage in Victoria and New South Wales. [58] The nine indicators of disadvantage were mortality, unemployment, low birthweight, child maltreatment, childhood injuries, education, psychiatric admissions, crime, income and emergency relief.

In New South Wales, for example, the 5 per cent most disadvantaged postcodes (N=30) had 4.25 times the share of child abuse, three times the share of long-term unemployment and court convictions, and twice the share of low-income households. Vinson noted that disadvantaged areas in Newcastle were consistent with those identified in a study of that area conducted 25 years earlier. [114] He concluded that this suggested that localised inequities can be persistent, that State or national level initiatives cannot be assumed to be able to override such local disadvantage, and that such areas require intensive help in terms of education, health, family support, housing, justice and other community services. [58]

5.3 Transport

Newman, Director of the Institute for Sustainability and Technology Policy at Murdoch University, described how transport systems can substantially affect the environmental, social and economic qualities of cities. In particular, building roads that increase reliance on cars, rather than public transport options, have contributed to a loss of community. [115] Newman presented case studies of European cities that shifted public funding from roads to public transport, with positive outcomes for the environment and the community. The impacts of transport systems on social functioning are worthy of investigation.

5.4 Conclusion

In sum, there are multiple aspects of the physical environment that appear to have an impact on social and individual health and drug use behaviours. Public policy decisions can have health-enhancing effects on aspects of the physical environment. Clusters of disadvantage require particular attention.
6. Disadvantaged groups

There are a number of groups on whom the weight of macro-environmental risk factors tends to fall the heaviest. In Australia, these include sole parents, rural youth, and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples (discussed below).

6.1 Sole parents

The percentage of families with dependent children in Australia headed by a sole parent increased from 12 per cent in 1976 to 20 per cent in 1996.[116] Family structure is not correlated with youth substance use nor delinquency when factors such as family adjustment and SES are accounted for.[13, 117, 118] Further, there can be benefits to separation/divorce, particularly from high-conflict marriages.[25] However, sole-parent households can suffer significant emotional distress, sole parents who have to work have restricted opportunity to devote time and energy to their children, and those who do not work are often pushed below the poverty line.[25] The percentage of children in Australia in 1980 living in families with adjusted income less than 50 per cent of the median was 8 per cent for two-parent families compared with 61 per cent for single-mother households.[23] There has been a general rise in economic well-being of sole parents in Australia. However, this has been primarily due to public assistance, which has increased dependence of sole parents upon government assistance and reduced their participation in the workforce.[119] Given the financial and other difficulties faced by sole parents, and their importance in the healthy development of children, particular support in their parenting role is recommended.

6.2 Rural populations

Compared to urban populations in Australia, rural populations are economically disadvantaged [58, 120] and use more tobacco and alcohol.[121, 122] The problems of rural populations are likely to relate to a number of factors, including distance (access to services) and vulnerability to external factors (weather in the case of farming, closure of large industries such as mining). Further, the extent to which rural differentials are attributable to the higher proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in rural areas is not known.[73] In sum, rural areas warrant particular consideration for drug prevention and broader public policy issues.

6.3 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples

As discussed above, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities tend to suffer disproportionate problems with alcohol abuse and solvent abuse among young people.[123–125] Hunter, from the Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research, has described how ‘indigenous people are about two to three times more likely to be impoverished than the non-indigenous population irrespective of the equivalence scale used’ (p. vi).[126] Hunter described the depth of disadvantage of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in terms of a range of welfare indicators, such as poor health, overcrowded housing, arrest rates, unemployment, lack of educational qualifications. He concluded that ‘health and justice issues probably require the concerted attention of policy makers if there is to be any hope that indigenous welfare will catch up with that of the rest of the Australian community’ (p. 18).[126] Furthermore, children
from minority groups can be exposed to risk factors related to racism, group powerless-
ness, and conflicting demands from different cultures.[127] For example, research cited by
Homel and colleagues has demonstrated that teachers praise ethnic children less often, less
contingently and less enthusiastically.[15]

Homel and colleagues have noted the tendency of Aboriginal women to use the extended family to care for children, rather than preschool.[15] This can be problematic, if, as Homel and colleagues suggested, parenting skills have been lost as a result of the forced removal of children from their parents. Service providers consulted for their study suggested that the low rates of use of preschool could contribute to Aboriginal children ‘falling behind’ non-Aboriginal children in terms of the socialising and cognitive development that childcare provides.

The period of adolescence in Aboriginal communities can also be problematic. On the basis of anthropological research, Brady has discussed how adolescent boys in Aboriginal communities have an ambiguous status, with very little power or prestige.[128] When combined with an environment stressed by poverty, racism and frequent bereavement, some remote Aboriginal communities have been beset by petrol sniffing among their young people. Indigenous communities with a history of involvement in the cattle industry were found by Brady to have resisted solvent-sniffing problems. This resilience was attributed to the independence, self-esteem and outlet for risk-taking afforded by involvement in the cattle industry. Individuals who had adopted Christianity or who valued other activities such as sport and fishing were also found to be resilient to sniffing solvents. Brady concluded that social and cultural factors are paramount in solving youth health problems such as solvent sniffing in Aboriginal communities.

6.4 Conclusion

In sum, targeted interventions are needed to address social disadvantage among disadvantaged populations, not just the drug use problems that are both symptomatic and contributory factors of underlying disadvantage. Further, those interventions need to be specifically tailored to be appropriate to the target group. Resnicow has discussed the rationale for targeted and tailored substance use prevention programs and provides a model for understanding cultural sensitivity as it pertains to substance use prevention.[87]
7. Policy implications

Various recommendations have been made throughout this report in light of the research reviewed. In considering the policy implications of this report, the recommendations that appeared most consistent with, and appropriate for, the range of macro-environmental issues discussed above were the recommendations by Keating, summarised below.[1] Keating’s recommendations were based upon ten years of multidisciplinary international research and are consistent with the recommendations of Homel and colleagues in relation to crime prevention.[15] Although there is some overlap, Keating’s recommendations are focused at a State/national level while the recommendations of Homel and colleagues were more focused on the local community level. Thus, while we support Homel and colleagues’ recommendations, it is Keating’s that are briefly summarised below.

Keating argued that there is an urgent need to examine our investments in developmental health of human populations. In particular, he recommended two foci. The first relates to supporting human development by having a societal capacity to adapt to change, using existing material, cultural and social resources. This capacity for societal adaptation is crucial during periods of rapid social and technological change, such as we are currently experiencing on a global scale. The second focus is the ability of communities to incorporate this capacity within everyday social practices that directly affect human development. A ‘learning society’ is defined as one that ‘commits to understanding and then acting upon these core dynamics of human development’ (pp. 338–339).[1] Some general lessons for a learning society identified by Keating are presented below:

- The key necessities for supporting healthy child development are income, nutrition, child care, stimulation, love/support, advocacy and safety.
- Our societies have under-invested in development in the early years (0–5 years), compared to the school-age years, despite research that identifies that these early years are most important.
- To improve the quality of human development, attention needs to be paid to all levels of social aggregation: family, neighbourhood, school and the national socioeconomic environment.

Keating examined the costs of failing to provide supportive contexts for developmental health, in terms of reduced school performance, increased antisocial behaviour, and reduced work participation. He identified significant cost benefits from investing in child development. These cost benefits were greatest, up to $7 return for every $1 invested, when the investments were made in the most deprived sectors of the population.[1] This finding is consistent with other reviews of the cost benefits of early childhood interventions.[2, 28, 129]

Keating outlined a number of key principles for a learning society: invest in core infrastructure, network available resources and ingenuity, focus on core dynamics, and monitor the outcomes.[1] These are explained below.
7.1 Investment in core infrastructure

Keating noted that there has been a trend in western societies to reduce spending on infrastructure, and toward devolution of responsibility to the local community level. Devolution can be a good thing, given the importance of community influences on drug use and variations between communities in such influences. However, there has not been a transfer of funds to the local level along with the transfer of responsibility. Spending on developmental health needs to be seen as social investment in societal adaptability and economic prosperity, rather than simply as a benefit to individuals.[1]

7.2 Network available resources and ingenuity

Keating noted that the various government departments that plan, resource and implement services or activities are separate entities that are structured vertically.[1] Departments of health, education, juvenile justice, community services and non-government organisations are not well integrated to plan and work together to maximise the efficient use of scarce resources. This structure has multiple repercussions. Keating noted that individuals and families with a problem might face an array of services that are impossible to negotiate, let alone understand. The National Crime Prevention’s study of Australian crime prevention emphasised that lack of collaboration between departments can be counterproductive.[15] In particular, they described how the goals of one government department can be affected by the policies of another. For example, a department of school education might implement a policy of suspending or expelling children who are found using drugs. If no arrangements are made to supervise the students, they might use their free time to engage in crime to fund drug use or they could be injured while using drugs alone. In this way, a solution for the education sector can become a problem for the law enforcement and health sectors. A learning society needs to be able to network the resources to maximise their benefits.

A whole-of-government view is needed to identify the cost-effectiveness of programs. The resources given to preventive interventions by one government department might have cost savings for other government departments. For example, Karoly has documented how the early childhood programs, funded by health and/or community services, can result in substantial long-term savings in welfare and criminal justice costs, as well as social benefits such as reduced crime and greater economic participation.[28]

Finally, vertically structured government departments, and units within departments, contribute to the current system of separate funding sources, policies and programs for related issues. For example, separate policies and strategies exist for mental health, youth suicide, crime prevention and drug prevention. Given the inter-related nature of these issues (see Jessor’s model, section 9.8.5.4), it would make sense to incorporate these issues within a broader developmental health policy. While there is a need for some focus on specific issues, the current system of multiple programs encourages duplication and resources being spread too thinly. Roussos and Fawcett discuss the substantial problems and logistics of collaborative partnerships and give guidelines for improving their effectiveness.[130]
7.3 Focus on core dynamics

Keating noted that even well-networked interventions can be poorly targeted. He suggested that interventions need to be based upon, then fine-tuned in the light of, research. Some key guidelines for such research, based upon the developmental framework proposed in Developmental Health and the Wealth of Nations: Social, biological, and educational dynamics, [35] are presented below.

- Investment must be made at critical times in development, particularly the first few years of life.
- As many negative consequences as possible need to be anticipated and monitored. Problems need to be acted upon immediately — changing a key link in a system can change negative outcomes to positive outcomes.
- External changes will inevitably happen as we are living in an ever-changing world. These changes need to be monitored and the system adjusted as necessary. Given such changes, it is not appropriate to focus only on the achievement of specified outcomes. Our contexts and our problems will change over time so attention needs to be paid to the overall health of the population.
- Investment in research and development into the best ways to achieve gains is necessary to understand the system. Such understanding is necessary to achieve positive changes to the system.

7.4 Monitor the outcomes

Monitoring developmental health on a routine basis is necessary for understanding the process and impact of interventions. Routine monitoring can assist needs assessment as well as learning about in/effective interventions within particular subgroups of the community.[1]

7.5 Health impact statements

Keating and others have recommended that all government authorities, including local, State and national government departments, produce a health impact statement for all new policy and program initiatives.[1, 2] This is similar to the concept of environmental impact statements. However, it means that all initiatives, including taxation, housing, education and so on, need to consider the impact on humans, in light of current knowledge of the impacts of socioeconomic and other factors on developmental health. This recommendation was also made following the Acheson inquiry into inequalities in health in the United Kingdom.[3, 131, 132]

For example, an increasing proportion of Australian secondary school students are not attending their local public high school, but attending out-of-area selective, private or religious schools. There is currently very little Australian data on this phenomenon, known as the ‘residualisation’ of public education.[133] Most of the research has been conducted overseas.[134–136] The contribution of current policies to this trend, and its impact, are not known. Does this trend increase the gap between the advantaged and disadvantaged students? Does traveling out of area reduce social cohesion and support structures? Similarly, what is the effect of university fees on the developmental health of Australia?[137]
7.6 Opportunities for changing structural factors and preventing ab/use

There are a number of organisations and groups in Australia whose brief is to consider the macro-economic and structural determinants of drug use. The Health Inequalities Research Collaboration (HIRC) has been established in Australia to 'undertake research and development that will contribute to the reduction of health inequalities in Australia' (p. 8). The group is particularly concerned with the effect of socioeconomic disparities on health. A report produced with the HIRC compiled national Australian data on disparities in health outcomes between groups of different socioeconomic status. The HIRC could be a useful partner in future investigations and initiatives relating to structural (socioeconomic) interventions to reduce drug ab/use. Other organisations and individuals within Australia, not specific to the drugs field, that can contribute to the recommendations of this report include those involved in National Crime Prevention, social policy, suicide prevention, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander issues, economics, town planning and mental health. Some of these individuals and organisations are listed in the acknowledgements to this report, and in the list of Internet sites visited for this report (section 9.2.3).

7.7 Barriers to changing structural factors and preventing ab/use

There are a number of barriers to implementing the recommendations for policy discussed in this chapter. Two particular barriers relate to community expectations and the difficulty in changing large structures, as discussed below.

Regular use of drugs other than alcohol is not considered acceptable by the majority of the Australian population. While the community has expressed concern about drug problems, it is not well informed about drug prevention. For example, despite the limited success of drug education, education is the preferred option for dealing with drug problems among the general population in Australia. There is pressure from the community for the government to fix 'the drug problem', and to do it quickly. This can contribute to policies and programs having unrealistic goals and objectives. Given that Australia (like other developed societies) is a drug-using society, and that the aetiology of drug use behaviours is complex, such goals are unrealistic.

A second barrier to implementation of the recommendations of this report is the extent of change that is required. This report is recommending fundamental changes to the priorities and operations of government and requires commitment to longer-term planning, intersectoral collaboration, and new policies such as the requirement of a health impact statement for all policies and programs. Even if the arguments for such changes are accepted, moving towards the implementation of such changes will require substantial commitment and resources over a sustained period of time.
Drug misuse should not be seen as an isolated behaviour which can be fixed solely by drug-specific education and other activities directed at individuals. It is one of a number of risk behaviours that are affected by macro-environmental factors, including socioeconomic gaps, unemployment, social capital, the physical environment and social values and beliefs. The family is a significant mediator of these influences. The structural changes that are needed to address these problems will have positive impacts not just on drug use, but on other risk behaviours and psychosocial disorders among youth. Given the cost and effort and often minimal and short-lived impacts of even large-scale, multi-modal drug prevention projects, a more cost-effective approach to preventing drug abuse and other problems among young people is required.

In summary, the recommendations from this review of the structural determinants of youth drug use are as follows:

1. With regard to specific drug prevention programs, we need to make better use of research literature that has been available for over a decade:
   a. Adopt better practice in planning, utilising established methods such as those available in the field of health promotion. For example:
      i. address the multiple risk and protective factors for youth drug use
      ii. have specific, measurable, realistic objectives.
      iii. work at all levels of influence: the individual, the family and the local and macro environments
      iv. Take a long-term view — one-shot interventions are not effective.
   b. Learn from the research experience relating to drug prevention. For example, be realistic about the limitations of drug education, media campaigns and law enforcement. Single, one-shot strategies are particularly ineffective. Drug abuse is a complex psychosocial issue that cannot be fixed by simple solutions.

2. Take a broader view of drug prevention:
   a. Acknowledge that drug use is one of a range of problem behaviours and should not be seen in isolation. Work collaboratively with others concerned with problem behaviours, including crime, suicide and educational problems, to address the shared pathways to these outcomes.
   b. Understand how drug use is shaped by human developmental processes from birth. This requires consideration of:
      i. critical and sensitive periods in child development (hence the importance of early interventions)
      ii. developmental transitions (hence the importance of timing interventions to coincide with natural transitions)
      iii. the importance of family, community and other social networks in shaping human development.
   c. Acknowledge that drug use is not simply an individual behaviour, but is shaped by a range of macro-environmental factors, including the economic, social and physical environment.
d. Consider the impact of all government policies and programs on the macro-environmental influences on developmental health. This needs to be done at the national, State/Territory and local government levels, and in all areas (including taxation, employment, education, urban planning, transport, justice and so on), not just the health portfolio.

e. Shift the focus from the negative to the positive. Work towards supporting young people to be happy, socially connected, and engaged in life, rather than focusing on negative outcomes such as drug use.

3. There are a number of groups in Australia who disproportionately suffer the adverse impacts of macro-environmental risk factors. Targeted interventions with high-risk groups are recommended.

4. Improve the link between research and practice: base policy and funding decisions on the research evidence we already have; monitor and evaluate policies and programs; and continually adjust policies and programs to reflect new information as it becomes available.
9. Appendices

9.1 Aim and objectives for this project

The ANCD’s aim for this report was to identify and document the broader environmental factors that can act as an adjunct to other primary prevention initiatives, specific to youth. The objectives were to:

- Review and document international and national experience in identifying and responding to structural influences on initiation and subsequent adverse consequences of unsanctioned drug use. Comment on their relative contribution to these events.

- Develop recommendations that will enable health promotion activities to be conducted in a supportive environment and that could be used to enable primary prevention approaches to achieve maximum impact.

- Provide advice on the relative contribution and potential interactions of structural determinants associated with initiation and subsequent adverse consequences of unsanctioned drug use. Comment on their susceptibility to external influence.

9.2 Research methods for this project

9.2.1 Audience

The audience for this report is, firstly, the ANCD, to assist in its role in advising government policy. The secondary audience for this report includes interested others who are not necessarily academic or ‘expert’ in this area, but who are interested in a detailed and academic review and analysis of the topic of this report. In particular, the secondary audience comprises those to whom the ANCD provides advice: national, State and Territory government ministers.

9.2.2 Approach

Two main principles guided the approach to this review. First, information was sought from outside the specific field of drug abuse prevention. Research relating to, for example, crime prevention,[15] the relationship between health and wealth,[35] health risks and adolescent transitions,[140] social change[34] and psychosocial disorders in young people[8] were reviewed and incorporated. A broad frame of reference was necessary because drug use is not an isolated behaviour. It enabled the review to incorporate a much larger field of knowledge than is available in the drug-specific literature.

The second principle was the use of multiple sources of information: published literature as well as ‘expert knowledge’. Expert knowledge was used not to replace published literature, but to assist in identifying key issues and publications, and to comment upon drafts of the report.
9.2.3 Literature sources and key informants

The following methods were used to identify relevant literature:

1. Relevant literature, particularly literature reviews, known to the authors were used to provide an initial framework and to identify issues for the review. An early draft of the framework was discussed with the ANCD prior to proceeding, to ensure the literature review would meet the needs of the client.

2. Electronic databases were searched, using Internet-based technology such as OVID and Web of Science, which include databases such as Medline, Psychlit, Current Contents, Embase and the Cochrane reviews. Other databases searched include Eric and CINCH. Searches were developed using key words such as adolescent*, drug use, and prevention, and authors known to be leaders in the field such as Michael Rutter, Richard Catalano, David Hawkins and Ichiro Kawachi.

3. The archives of the National Drug and Alcohol Research Centre (NDARC) were searched for relevant references. The NDARC archives include material such as unpublished reports and conference papers that are not available in other libraries and not included in electronic databases.

4. Secondary searches were conducted using reference lists from primary references. Such secondary searching was done (a) using the search facilities of OVID and Web of Science, and (b) as a result of reading primary references.

5. Relevant sites on the World Wide Web were searched. A list of sites visited is presented below.

6. Key informants were asked to provide references and other information. Key informants were identified by:
   - existing knowledge of the authors in this area
   - snowballing — asking experts and key people working in the area of others who else should be consulted.

A list of key informants is provided in the Acknowledgements section of this report.

7. Two relevant conferences were attended, providing new information and contacts:

An indicative list of Internet sites searched for this review are listed below.

**Australian drug–related sites**

- Centre for Youth Drug Studies

- National Drug Strategy

- Turning Point

- National Drug Research Institute

- Drug and Alcohol Multicultural Education Centre
  www.damec.org.au
Other drug-related sites

- Institutes and centres that are part of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), US Department of Health and Human Services:
  - The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) http://www.nida.nih.gov/NIDAHome2.html
  - National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) http://www.niaaa.nih.gov/
  - Center for Substance Abuse Prevention, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, US Department of Health and Human Services http://www.samhsa.gov/csap/index.htm
  - National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Information (NCADI), the information service of the Center for Substance Abuse Prevention of the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration http://www.health.org/
  - RAND (Research ANd Development), a non-government research organisation based in the United States http://www.rand.org/

Crime prevention sites

- The Justice Information Centre (US) http://www.ncjrs.org/

Youth and family sites

- Australian Clearinghouse for Youth Services http://www.acys.utas.edu.au/ncys/default.html
- Centre for Adolescent Health http://www.rch.unimelb.edu.au/adolescent/
- National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD), US Department of Health and Human Services http://www.nichd.nih.gov/
- ResilienceNet Virtual Library http://resilnet.uiuc.edu/library.html
- The Founders’ Network http://www.founders.net/fn/home.nsf/mainviewframeset

Sites relating to socioeconomic issues

- Centre for Economic Policy Research, Australian National University http://cepr.anu.edu.au
- Centre for Full Employment and Equity http://e1.newcastle.edu.au/coffee/index.cfm
- Social Policy Research Centre, University of New South Wales http://www.sprc.unsw.edu.au
Health sites

- Australian Institute of Health and Welfare
- National Centre for Epidemiology and Population Health
  http://nceph.anu.edu.au/

Other

- Institute for Sustainability and Technology Policy, Murdoch University
  http://wwwistp.murdoch.edu.au/
- Australian Bureau of Statistics
  www.abs.gov.au

9.2.4 Sampling and methodologies to ensure quality data

Priority was given to:

- recent literature — particularly literature published within the previous three years. However, older research that was still relevant and of high quality was also included;
- research that was methodologically sound, e.g. longitudinal, multivariate studies of risk factors rather than correlational studies;
- expert opinion that was provided by people recognised by peers as having expertise and/or people with numerous related publications in peer-reviewed journals;
- relevant literature, for example, relating to youth rather than adults, relating to the Australian context rather than overseas. It was noted, however, that a majority of the research was conducted outside Australia, particularly in the United States. The target group, ‘youth’, was defined as 0–25 years. This broad age range was chosen because much of one’s personality and adult behaviour is shaped in the very early years of life.

9.2.5 Study limitations

The study was limited by the following factors:

- Much of the research was overseas, particularly the United States. Applicability to Australia, particularly to subgroups within Australia such as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander youth, is not known.
- Much of the research was not specific to drug prevention. However, given the link between drug abuse and other health risk behaviours and psychosocial problems, research that was conceptually relevant to drug prevention was included.
- There were limited resources for the review: the equivalent of 45 working days were allocated (although closer to 60 days were spent on the project). Given the broad scope of the review, most issues could not be dealt with in detail. This paper has only been able to identify a range of issues of pertinence to drug prevention. It has not been possible to explore those issues and the likely solutions to the extent that is warranted.
- The stated objectives stipulated by the ANCD included a review of international experience in responding to structural determinants and commentary on the relative contribution of structural determinants. This was not done because specific ‘interventions’ in the usual sense were not recommended. Rather, policy shifts, which have not been well evaluated, if at all, were recommended.
9.3 Prevention and harm minimisation

Within the context of the National Drug Strategic Framework, prevention refers to preventing harmful drug use and preventing drug-related harm, and includes preventing the uptake of illicit drugs.[141] Harm minimisation, as defined by the Commonwealth Government, refers to:

- policies and programs designed to reduce drug-related harm. Harm minimisation aims to improve health, social and economic outcomes for both the community and the individual and encompasses a wide range of approaches, including
  - supply-reduction strategies designed to disrupt the production and supply of illicit drugs;
  - demand-reduction strategies designed to prevent the uptake of harmful drug use, including abstinence-oriented strategies to reduce drug use;
  - a range of targeted harm-reduction strategies designed to reduce drug-related harm for individuals and communities. (pp. 15–16)[4]

9.4 Terminology

Definitions of various terms relating to drug use are provided to promote clarity and consistency and to emphasise that value judgments are not used to describe drug use.

Drug use: any drug use, from experimental to dependent, as defined by the WHO (Table 2)

Drug misuse: drug use that is problematic or risky. This could be a one-off occasion of use (e.g. drink-driving) or use that is consistent with a classification of dysfunctional, harmful, or dependent use as defined by the WHO (Table 2)

Drug abuse: drug use that is consistent with a diagnosis of substance abuse, as defined in the DSM-IV (Table 3)

Drug dependence: drug use that is consistent with a diagnosis of substance dependence, as defined in the DSM-IV (Table 4)

Drug ab/use: drug use, drug misuse, drug abuse or drug dependence.

Table 2: World Health Organisation classifications of drug use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental use</td>
<td>that might or might not continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional use</td>
<td>that serves some purpose, such as for recreation, but does not cause problems for the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysfunctional use</td>
<td>that leads to impaired psychological or social functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmful use</td>
<td>that is causing damage to the user’s physical or mental health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent use</td>
<td>that could involve tolerance, withdrawal if use is ceased, and continued use despite severe consequences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.4.1 DSM-IV criteria for psychoactive substance use disorders

Table 3: Criteria for Substance Abuse
from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV)

A. A maladaptive pattern of substance use leading to clinically significant impairment or distress, as manifested by one (or more) of the following, occurring within a 12-month period:

(1) recurrent substance use resulting in a failure to fulfil major role obligations at work, school or home (e.g. repeated absences or poor work performance related to substance use, substance-related absences, suspensions or expulsions from school; neglect of children or household)

(2) recurrent substance use in situations in which it is physically hazardous (e.g. driving an automobile or operating a machine when impaired by substance use)

(3) recurrent substance-related legal problems (e.g. arrests for substance-related disorderly conduct)

(4) continued substance use despite having persistent or recurrent social or interpersonal problems caused or exacerbated by the effects of the substance (e.g. arguments with spouse about consequences of intoxication, physical fights)

B. The symptoms have never met the criteria for Substance Dependence for this class of substance.

Table 4: Criteria for Substance Dependence  
from the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders* (DSM-IV)

A maladaptive pattern of substance use, leading to clinically significant impairment or distress, as manifested by three (or more) of the following, occurring at any time in the same 12-month period:

1. **Tolerance**, as defined by either of the following:
   - (a) a need for markedly increased amounts of the substance to achieve intoxication or desired effect
   - (b) markedly diminished effect with continued use of the same amount of the substance

2. **Withdrawal**, as manifested by either of the following:
   - (a) the characteristic withdrawal syndrome for the substance (refer to Criteria A and B of the criteria sets for Withdrawal from the specific substances)
   - (b) the same (or closely related) substance is taken to relieve or avoid withdrawal symptoms

3. The substance is often taken in larger amounts or over a longer period than was intended

4. There is a persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control substance use

5. A great deal of time is spent in activities necessary to obtain the substance (e.g. visiting multiple doctors or driving long distances), use of the substance (e.g. chain-smoking), or recover from its effects

6. Important social, occupational or recreational activities are given up or reduced because of substance use

7. The substance use is continued despite knowledge of having a persistent or recurrent physical or psychological problem that is likely to have been caused or exacerbated by the substance (e.g. current cocaine use despite recognition of cocaine-induced depression, or continued drinking despite recognition that an ulcer was made worse by alcohol consumption)

9.5 Risks and harms associated with youth drug use and abuse

9.5.1 Adverse consequences

In 1998–99, the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare and the Victorian Department of Human Services calculated the burden of 126 disease and injury categories and ten major risk factors in terms of YLL (years of life lost due to mortality), YLD (years of life lost due to disability), and the total disability-adjusted life years (DALYs).[7, 142] The risk factor associated with the greatest burden was tobacco. Tobacco smoking was estimated to have caused 12 per cent of the total burden of disease and injuries in males and 7 per cent in females in Victoria. Alcohol and illicit drugs were the fourth and eighth most burdensome risk factors respectively among the total Australian population. However, there were some age and gender differences in these burdens. Alcohol was the second greatest burden for males, and the burden due to illicit drug-related disability was particularly large in the 15–34 year age group. The Victorian Burden of Diseases Study projected that, in 2016, mortality due to lung cancer among women and heroin overdose among men will increase.

Table 5 contains a summary of the various adverse health effects of the most commonly used drugs. The acute consequences of use are most important in terms of years of young lives lost. Between 1964 and 1997 there was a 55-fold increase in the rate of overdose per million of population aged 15–44 years; males comprised 80 per cent of these deaths.[143] Drug abuse can have other significant adverse consequences such as interfering with educational and vocational attainment, involvement in crime, normal maturation, and family problems.[16] These psychosocial problems are arguably as important as the health consequences listed in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse effect</th>
<th>Cannabis</th>
<th>Alcohol</th>
<th>Tobacco</th>
<th>Heroin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acute effects:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic &amp; other accidents</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence &amp; suicide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overdose death</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV &amp; liver infections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental illness</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependence</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory diseases</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasting effects on foetus</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chronic effects:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver cirrhosis</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart disease</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancers</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1 ** = important effect * = less common or well-established effect
Note: 2 Adapted from Hall, Room & Bondy [201].

Table 5: A summary of adverse effects on health for heavy users of the most harmful common form of each of four drugs.
Some drugs such as alcohol can be used in a ‘safe’ manner by adults. However, there are a number of factors that can make drug use by youth more dangerous than drug use by adults. Firstly, youth is a time of physical and psychological development and these processes can be affected by drug abuse.[144–146] Secondly, young adolescents are still developing their decision-making skills during a time of experimentation, making them vulnerable to making risky decisions about drug use. Further, initiation of drug use at a younger age is associated with a variety of adverse consequences. These include an increased likelihood of problem drug use [65–70] and the development of problems in other areas of life related to drug use, including sexual activity, criminal activity and reduced educational attainment.[71, 72] Thus, while drug use is, in some cases, ‘normative’, delay of use among youth and avoidance of regular use are important goals.

9.5.2 Priorities for intervention

Paglia and Room recommended that youth prevention work should focus on the more immediate adverse consequences that youth experience (such as injury, overdose or HIV infection), rather than the long-term consequences (such as cancer and heart disease). The reasons for this recommendation are as follows:

- It is easier to impact upon a proximal harm than a distal harm because the effects of any intervention decay over time.
- It is easier to measure the impact of an intervention over a short period of time as, over time, the outcomes are increasingly affected by other factors (‘noise’).
- Young people are more concerned about the ‘here-and-now’ than about problems they might face when they are old.[5]
9.6 Youth drug use patterns

9.6.1 Drug use among the general adult population

The prevalence rates of lifetime and current (previous 12 months) drug use among the adult population of Australia are presented in Figure 1. This information is provided for two reasons. Firstly, it provides a basis for comparing statistics on youth drug use. Secondly, it provides information on drug use within the society in which young Australians are growing up. The licit drugs, alcohol and tobacco, are the most widely used psychoactive substances in Australia, with over 80 per cent of adult Australians having drunk alcohol in the previous 12 months. Among the illicit drugs, cannabis is the most widely used, with nearly 40 per cent of adult Australians having ever tried it and nearly one in five adults having used cannabis in the previous year. The rates of use of other illicit drugs in lifetime and the past year are much lower. These statistics indicate that drugs, particularly alcohol, tobacco and cannabis, are commonly used by adult Australians.

9.6.2 Student drug use in Australia

The national secondary school students drug use survey was last conducted in 1996 by the Centre for Behavioural Research in Cancer. The sample was aged 12–17 and the drugs surveyed included alcohol, tobacco and (for the first time in 1996) illicit drugs. The results indicated that the prevalence of use was generally higher among males than females (Table 6) and tended to increase with age (Figure 2). Both licit and illicit drug use was on par with the level of use in the general population. Use of some drugs among 16–17 year-old students exceeded that of the general population.

Internationally, youth drug use appears to be increasing. Bauman and Phongsaven reviewed international studies of secondary student drug use since 1990. They found that there had been consistent increases in the prevalence of tobacco use, hazardous alcohol use, and illicit drug use in most developed countries.[6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analgesics</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhalants</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tranquillisers</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallucinogens</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphetamines</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opiates</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecstasy / designer drugs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steroids</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Summary of lifetime drug use, secondary school male and female students aged 12–17 years, Australia, 1996 (N=28 988)

Source: Lechter & White [202]
9.6.3 Young people in the workplace

While most children and younger adolescents are in school, many adolescents and young people are employed. For example, 52 per cent of young people aged 18–24 in 1995 were described by the Australian Bureau of Statistics as ‘employed’. That is, they worked during the preceding week in a job, business or farm for one hour or more or had a job but were absent during that week.[147] United States studies of young people at work have found that working was associated with increased drug use.[94, 148]
9.6.4 Drug use among Indigenous, immigrant and NESB Australians

9.6.4.1 Indigenous and immigrant Australian adults

There is little data on drug use among Australians from the numerous ethnic/cultural backgrounds that constitute our population. There is even less information about youth from these groups. Data comparing drug use among Indigenous, immigrant and other (non-Indigenous, non-immigrant) adults are presented to provide a background to the presentation of available data on ethnic groups of young people.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that relative to non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, non-immigrant Australians:

- Overseas-born Australians were slightly less likely to have used alcohol, tobacco, cannabis and other illicit substances in the previous year.
- Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders were much more likely to have used tobacco, slightly less likely to have used alcohol, and about as likely to have used cannabis and other illicit drugs.

Results from recent studies of drug use among young people from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and non-English-speaking backgrounds are provided below.

![Figure 3: Drug use in the past year among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, overseas-born and other Australian adults](image-url)
9.6.4.2 Students from non-English-speaking backgrounds

A survey of school students by Rissel and colleagues identified lower marijuana and alcohol use among students from Vietnamese- and Arabic-speaking backgrounds relative to students from an English-speaking background.[149] Rissel and colleagues conducted a quantitative survey of smoking behaviour among 2573 school students attending Years 10 and 11 from 12 high schools with high Vietnamese and Arabic populations.[88] Male and female students from the Vietnamese- and Arabic-speaking backgrounds reported lower rates of cannabis and alcohol use than students from English-speaking and European backgrounds. See, for example, Table 7 and Table 8.

Chen and colleagues analysed data from surveys of drug use in New South Wales secondary schools.[150] They found consistently lower rates of smoking and alcohol and illicit drug use among the adolescents who spoke a language other than English (LOTE) at home, relative to those who spoke English at home in all survey years. The exception to this trend was in the prevalence of solvent sniffing, which was higher among younger adolescents speaking a LOTE. Students from Southeast Asia reported consistently lower rates of use of all drugs relative to all other language groups.

Similarly, a study of smoking rates and uptake among school students in Sydney by Tang and colleagues found that adolescents who spoke a LOTE were significantly less likely to be smokers than those who spoke English.[151] They noted that this finding occurred despite higher smoking rates among men from a non-English-speaking background, and research identifying a strong association between fathers’ smoking status and smoking onset of their children. The authors proposed that these results suggested a delay in uptake among LOTE youth. They could, on the other hand, signify a generational change such that LOTE youth will not take up smoking as did their fathers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Male (%)</th>
<th>Female (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English-speaking</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European or other</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Lifetime use of cannabis by language background

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Male (%)</th>
<th>Female (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English-speaking</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European or other</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Hazardous drinking (>5 drinks in a session) in previous two weeks by language background
9.6.4.3 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander school students

Dunne and colleagues surveyed 507 primary school students from schools in Queensland.[152] These schools were chosen because they had a high proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students. Almost half the sample reported an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Island background. No differences were found between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and non-Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander students in lifetime use of tobacco or cannabis and regular tobacco use. In contrast to Forero and colleagues’ study, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students were less likely to have experimented with alcohol than non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students. Given the selective nature of the schools included in Dunne and colleagues’ study, firm conclusions cannot be drawn about the wider population of primary-school children.

Forero and colleagues studied the substance use of a large and representative sample of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander secondary school students.[124] Their study identified higher rates of substance use among Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students relative to non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students. The authors identified a range of socio-demographic factors that were significantly associated with status as an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and substance use: age, rural/urban status, living with both parents, school performance, parental supervision and school absenteeism.

9.6.4.4 Conclusion

From the data reported above, it appears that the adults and young people born overseas and from at least some non-English-speaking backgrounds are less likely to use drugs, while Indigenous Australian students tend to be more likely to use drugs than their same-age peers. However, generalisations cannot be made to all cultural groups in all areas. For example, pockets of problems have been identified, such as high rates of heroin use among Indo-Chinese youth in south-western Sydney.[153]

9.6.5 Rural versus urban populations

Data from the National Survey of Mental Health and Well-being identified that adults from rural areas were slightly more likely to smoke tobacco, drink alcohol and to drink alcohol daily than urban residents.[121] Conversely, rural residents were slightly less likely to use cannabis and other illicit drugs. The rates of injecting drug use were too low to be confident about the direction of differences but suggest that there were lower rates of injecting drug use in rural populations. A Victorian survey of 8984 secondary school students identified similar patterns.[122] Non-metropolitan students in this study reported slightly greater use of tobacco, alcohol (ever drunk, regular drinking, and binge drinking), and solvents, about the same use of cannabis, and slightly less use of other illicit drugs relative to metropolitan students.
9.6.6 Trends in age of initiation

Research from the National Drug and Alcohol Research Centre has suggested that the age of initiation of alcohol and other drug use has decreased among people born in successive decades (‘birth cohorts’) in Australia.[71, 154] For example, a study using data from the 1998 NDS survey examined the prevalence of lifetime use, and use by age 15 years, of a range of licit and illicit drugs, in nine five-year cohorts among persons born between 1940 and 1984.[154]

More recent birth cohorts were also likely to report first use of licit and illicit drugs at a younger age. Over half (56 per cent) of those in the 1980–84 birth cohort reported alcohol use by age 15 years, compared to 16 per cent of those in the 1940–44 birth cohort. Similarly, almost a third of those in the 1980–84 birth cohort (31 per cent) reported cannabis use by age 15 years, compared to under 4 per cent of those born in 1940–59. This pattern of initiation to cannabis use is illustrated in Figure 4. More recent birth cohorts had higher prevalence rates of use by age 21 years, with steeper lines indicating that greater numbers in these cohorts reported use at a younger age. These findings are consistent with trends in comparable western nations, such as the United States.[155]

![Figure 4: Cohort trends in age of first cannabis use, 1998 NDS survey](image-url)
9.6.7 Typical life course of drug use

Paglia and Room reviewed the literature on youth drug use and made the following observations about the life course of drug use:[5]

- Most adolescents try alcohol or illicit drugs, so experimentation is normative.
- Most who try alcohol or illicit drugs do not become problem users.
- One study has found that experimental users of cannabis had better psychological adjustment than frequent users and non-users of cannabis.
- Use initiated in adolescence tends to decline in mid-to-late twenties.
- The idea that alcohol, tobacco and cannabis ‘inevitably lead to harder drug use is basically an enduring myth, with historical roots stemming from temperance times’ (p. 7).

In sum, preventing any use is likely to be unrealistic and unnecessary. However, it is the minority who have problems with drug use with whom we are concerned.

9.6.8 Conclusions

Adolescence is a period of initiation of drug use. Most drug use tends to be non-problematic and to reduce in early adolescence.

The drugs used by the majority of adolescents are analgesics/painkillers, alcohol and tobacco. The next most commonly used drug is cannabis. Other illicit drug use is rare. This pattern reflects drug use among adults in Australia.

Tobacco use, hazardous alcohol use, and the use of most illicit drugs have increased among adolescent school students since 1990.

Variations exist due to gender, cultural background, occupation and geographic region.

9.7 Child and adolescent development

9.7.1 Theoretical perspectives on normal development

An understanding of normal child and adolescent development is necessary for ensuring interventions are developmentally appropriate. A variety of theories, such as those listed below, have historically been useful for understanding normal development and behaviour.

*Behavioural theory:* This was developed by Skinner, Pavlov and others and focuses on how behaviour is shaped by environmental rewards and punishments.

*Social-cognitive theory:* Bandura has emphasised the importance of observational learning, modelling, imitation and identification in human development.

*Cognitive-developmental theory:* Piaget proposed a model whereby adolescents should move from concrete operational thinking to formal operational thinking from the age of about 12 years. That is, an increasing ability to think abstractly, to go beyond the here and now, and to understand things from other people’s perspectives.

*Biological theory:* Gesell argued that much of human development is biologically determined, however further research is needed to explain the links between hormones and behaviour and mood.

Further details of these theories can be found elsewhere.[156, 157] No theory explains all youth behaviour, although each one gives some insight into how the individual and the environment interact to shape behaviour.
9.7.2 Adolescence

As drug use is typically initiated during adolescence, a brief outline of the nature of adolescence is provided. Adolescence has been defined as ‘the psychological response to the biological event of puberty within a particular social/environmental/cultural context’ (p. 12). There are certain tendencies that are normal for adolescents who increase their risk of substance abuse. For example, adolescents tend to be risk-takers because they feel invulnerable or they at least underestimate risks, have incomplete impulse control, and have a here-and-now orientation. Greenberg noted, for example, that adolescents feel they will live forever, that they can take risks without consequences, and that there is no need to deal with any problems about their substance use now because there will be plenty of opportunities in the future. What accounts for these adolescent characteristics? Some explanation can be found in the notions of developmental tasks, in adolescent needs and in various psychosocial theories about human development.

9.7.2.1 Developmental tasks

Adolescence has been seen as a period of achieving a number of developmental tasks. These tasks relate to the development of a sense of identity and include relationships with peers, emotional independence (including separation from parents), a vocation, values and a sex-role identity. The nature of the specific developmental tasks of adolescents can vary from one culture to another and across time. Success or failure in achieving these tasks has been regarded as crucial for the adolescent’s ability to function in society.

According to Coleman’s ‘focal theory’, adolescents focus upon each issue one at a time rather than all at once. In so doing, adolescents reduce the stress involved with dealing with each issue. Problems arise when adolescents do not have the opportunity to control the pace of their development at a rate that they can cope with. Substance use can influence the achievement of developmental tasks in a way that can be incidental or detrimental. For example, alcohol consumption might be incidental to socialising, or could damage socialisation when it is associated with obnoxious, aggressive or otherwise antisocial behaviour. See the body of this report (Section 2) for further description, analysis and discussion of developmental transitions during adolescence.

9.7.2.2 Adolescent needs

While adolescents might be busy trying to achieve developmental tasks, they also have specific needs that, from their perspective, are important. Cavaiola and Kane-Cavaiola outlined five needs that help to characterise adolescence. These are a need for power, for autonomy and non-conformity, for freedom, for structure, and for peer acceptance. Environments that do not provide the opportunity for, or facilitate, adolescents to meet these needs in a positive way could find those adolescents coping poorly.
9.7.2.3 Implications for prevention

Adolescence is a prime period for the uptake of drug use for numerous reasons. For example, growing up is stressful: there is stress associated with puberty, the development of a new identity, and separation from parents, to name a few. Adolescence is a time of experimentation and socialisation. However, adolescents are just developing the decision-making skills that require formal operational thought, such as envisioning different options and weighing up the alternatives. That is, the ability to make decisions about risky behaviours has not yet developed.

The experience of many groups of young people in Australia today can be particularly conducive to drug use and drug use problems, particularly the disadvantaged such as the unemployed, rural youth and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander youth. Policies and specific prevention interventions need to understand and be sensitive to youth culture, the psychology of young people, and the impact of modern society on young people.

9.8 Reasons for drug use and abuse

9.8.1 Drug ab/use in context

Substance ab/use is not an isolated behaviour. It is one of a number of risk behaviours including substance abuse, withdrawal from school involvement, unprotected sexual intercourse and delinquency,[14] and psychosocial disorders, including conduct disorder, depressive disorders, eating disorders and suicidal behaviour,[8, 140] which share common aetiologies and which can co-exist and exacerbate each other. Failure to see substance ab/use as part of a larger pattern of behaviour can be a barrier to effective interventions, particularly as each risk behaviour could be contributing to another risk behaviour. For example, Rutter and colleagues have concluded from their research and review of other research that ‘the use of drugs and alcohol did make the continuation in crime somewhat more likely and did predispose to employment instability and to a broader pattern of social difficulties’. [169] The good news is that, given their shared aetiologies, the interventions that can change an adolescent’s risk status for one problem behaviour are likely to be effective in changing the other risk behaviours. On the other hand, we need to be careful to not overgeneralise. The relationship is probabilistic, so adolescents who engage in one problem behaviour do not always engage in other problem behaviours.[170]
9.8.2 Causality

The following definitions of risk and protective factors are based upon those provided by Homel and colleagues in relation to crime.[15] A risk factor for a behaviour (for example, alcohol abuse) is any factor that is associated with an increased likelihood of that behaviour. A protective factor is any factor that (a) reduces the impact of a behaviour, (b) helps individuals to not engage in the behaviour, (c) reduces the chances that individuals will engage in the behaviour, and/or (d) promotes an alternate pathway.

In reviewing the literature, it is essential to note that studies that identify a correlation between two variables are not necessarily able to establish a causal connection. A correlation between A and B could be because A causes B, B causes A, or both are caused by C. Where A and B are caused by C, C might be an underlying or mediating factor for a number of risk factors such as A and B. Homel and colleagues have discussed the importance of identifying a smaller set of important underlying or mediating factors to make sense of the long lists of risk and protective factors that can be generated for a given behaviour.[15]

Also, an association can exist in a specific population in a specific setting with a particular history at a particular point of time. However, the association might not exist for other populations, settings and so on. The issue of causality is further discussed elsewhere by Spooner in relation to predicting drug abuse among youth [171] and by Rutter in relation to explaining psychosocial disorders in young people.[172]

A second issue relating to causality that is pertinent to this review is the ‘ecological fallacy’. That is, the incorrect assumption that correlations that apply to groups will apply to individuals.[173] For example, unemployment creates psychosocial risks for individuals, but high rates of unemployment have not explained increases in psychosocial disorders since World War II.[174] This issue is further discussed by Rutter.[172]

In sum, when investigating causality, it is important to assess information in terms of the methodological rigour used to collect, analyse and interpret that information and to consider the limitations of that information in terms of its ability to be generalised.

9.8.3 Aetiology of use and abuse behaviours

The aetiology of substance use is not the same as the aetiology of substance abuse, and might even vary for the abuse of particular substances. Experimentation and infrequent drug use tend to be more related to peer and social factors, whereas drug abuse or dependence tends to be more associated with biological and psychological factors.[175, 176] Further, the specific reasons for particular drug use behaviours can be quite specific to a particular behaviour. For example, whether or not needles are shared could be related to the availability of clean injecting equipment.

It is beyond the resources of this report to provide a detailed review of the various risk factors for specific drug-use behaviours (e.g. initiation of smoking, heroin dependence, drink-driving, needle-sharing, binge drinking).
A summary of relevant reviews and models is provided below, as background to the broader discussion on structural factors in this report. The risk factors for psychoactive substance use disorders identified by Spooner are presented in 9.8.5.1. The risk and protective factors for antisocial and criminal behaviour, identified by Homel and colleagues’ review, are presented in 9.8.5.2. Factors that promote resilience in individuals, despite adverse circumstances, were reviewed by Davis and summarised in 9.8.5.3. The risk and protective factors for adolescent health risk behaviour, identified by Jessor and colleagues, are presented in 9.8.5.4. Jason and Rhodes’ Social Stress Model for identifying the multiple risk and protective factors for drug use is presented in 9.8.5.5. A synthesis of these reviews is provided in 9.8.6.

**9.8.4 Reasons for use — youth perspective**

In their review, Paglia and Room divided the reasons for use into functional and symbolic reasons:

- functional reasons: a form of rebellion or sensation-seeking, providing pleasure, alleviating boredom, satisfying curiosity, facilitating social bonding, attaining peer status, or as an escape/coping

- symbolic reasons: expression of solidarity or to demarcate social boundaries.[5]

Spooner and colleagues’ research has identified that different drugs tend to be used for different reasons by young people.[16] For example, young illicit drug users tended to report that they used alcohol to have fun, but that heroin was used to deal with problems. The reasons a particular drug is used in a particular manner at a particular time in a particular setting will be complex and variable. It is necessary, however, to consider youth’s reasons for use when developing policy and planning interventions. For example, more constructive ways of having fun, dealing with problems, asserting maturity than drug use might need to be provided.

**9.8.5 Reviews and models of risk and protective factors**

The risk and protective factors for youth drug use have been reviewed in a number of papers.[171, 177] Below is a summary of risk factors for drug abuse,[171] risk factors for antisocial and criminal behaviour,[15] and an overview of the concept of resilience.[76] Two models that incorporate the various risk and protective factor to explain drug use [178] and problem behaviour [14] are then summarised.
9.8.5.1 Risk factors for drug abuse

**Individual**
- genetic predisposition: behavioural undercontrol
- personality: lack of social bonding, alienation, high tolerance of deviance, resistance to authority
- knowledge about drugs
- coping skills
- commitment to education / academic problems
- early age of first use

**Family**
- ineffective parental family management techniques
- negative communication patterns
- poor family relationships
- parental role-modelling

**Local environment**
- traumatic experiences
e.g. child abuse, war, refugee camp
- socioeconomic status
- support (e.g. peers, community)
- peer influences
- labelling

**Macro-environment**
- legislation
- law enforcement
- availability
- social ‘messages’ about use
e.g. via the media

Source: Spooner, 1999 [171]

9.8.5.2 Risk and protective factors for antisocial and criminal behaviour

**Risk factors associated with antisocial and criminal behaviour**

**Child factors**
- prematurity
- low birth weight
- disability
- prenatal brain damage
- birth injury
- low intelligence
- difficult temperament
- chronic illness
- insecure attachment
- poor problem solving
- beliefs about aggression attributions
- poor social skills
- low self-esteem
- lack of empathy
- alienation
- hyperactivity/ disruptive behaviour
- impulsivity

**Family factors**

*Parental characteristics:*
- teenage mothers
- single parents
- psychiatric disorder, esp. depression
- substance abuse
- criminality
- antisocial models

*Family environment:*
- family violence and disharmony
- marital discord
- disorganised
- negative interaction/social isolation
- large family size
- father absence
- long-term parental unemployment

*Parenting style:*
- poor supervision and monitoring of child
- discipline style (harsh or inconsistent)
School context
- school failure
- normative beliefs about aggression
- deviant peer group
- bullying
- peer rejection
- poor attachment to school
- inadequate behaviour management

Life events
- divorce and family break-up
- war or natural disasters
- death of a family member

Community and cultural factors
- socioeconomic disadvantage
- population density and housing conditions
- urban area neighbourhood violence and crime
- cultural norms concerning violence as acceptable response to frustration
- media portrayal of violence
- lack of support services
- social or cultural discrimination


Protective factors associated with antisocial and criminal behaviour

Child factors
- social competence
- social skills
- above-average intelligence
- attachment to family
- empathy
- problem solving
- optimism
- school achievement
- easy temperament
- internal locus of control
- moral beliefs
- values
- self-related cognitions
- good coping style

Family factors
- supportive caring parents
- family harmony
- more than two years between siblings
- responsibility for chores or required helpfulness
- secure and stable family
- supportive relationship with other adult
- small family size
- strong family norms and morality

School context
- positive school climate
- pro-social peer group
- responsibility and required helpfulness
- sense of belonging/bonding
- opportunities for some success at school and recognition of achievement
- school norms re violence

Life events
- meeting significant person
- moving to new area
- opportunities at critical turning points or major life transitions

Community and cultural factors
- access to support services
- community networking
- attachment to the community
- participation in church or other community group
- community/cultural norms against violence
- a strong cultural identity and ethnic pride.

9.8.5.3 Resilience

Resilience refers to the ability to be well adjusted and interpersonally effective in the face of an adverse environment.

Davis reviewed the literature on resilience and grouped the characteristics of resilient individuals into physical, social, cognitive, emotional, moral and spiritual competence.[76] The components of these areas of competence are briefly outlined below, followed by an outline of the protective processes.

Physical competence:
- good physical health and an easy temperament, which includes ‘an equable mood, malleability, predictability of behaviour, mild to moderate intensity of emotional reactions, and an approaching style to new situations’ (p. 321).[179]

Social and relational competence:
- secure attachment and basic trust: described by Fonagy and colleagues (cited by Davis) as ‘Securely attached children demonstrate an expectation of an empathetic response while insecurely attached children tend to be anxious, fearful, or clingy and to see the world and other people as threatening’.[180]
- the ability and opportunity to recruit actively people who can help, including adults and friends.

Cognitive competence:
- IQ and EQ
- language acquisition and reading
- the capacity to plan
- self-efficacy
- self-understanding and adequate cognitive appraisal

Emotional competence:
- emotional regulation
- ability to delay gratification
- realistically high self-esteem
- creativity and sense of humour

Moral competence:
- the ability and opportunity to contribute

Spiritual competence:
- having faith that one’s own life matters.
Davis reviewed studies of the protective processes in families, schools and communities that can promote resilience and noted that the protective factors in all three domains fall into the same three categories: caring relationships, high expectations, and opportunities to contribute. Some examples of specific processes are presented below.

**Protective processes in families:**
Kumpfer and Alder listed five major types of protective processes in families for the prevention of drug abuse:

- supportive parent–child relationships
- positive discipline methods
- monitoring and supervision
- family advocacy for their children
- seeking information and support for the benefit of their children.[181]

**Protective processes in schools:**
Davis describes the importance of schools in resilience, particularly in the acquisition of cognitive and social competencies. A series of studies were described that each proposed lists of recommendations for schools. For example, Henderson and Milstein made the following recommendations:

- increase pro-social bonding
- set clear, consistent boundaries
- teach life skills
- provide caring and support
- set and communicate high expectations
- provide opportunities for meaningful participation.[182]

**Protective processes in communities:**
Characteristics of protective communities include: [76]

- neighbourhoods with healthy institutions, such as schools, churches and youth organisations, which provide positive role models for children as well as infrastructure for youth programs
- strong social networks in which adults are connected with each other.

Residents and individuals have a sense of control over key areas of their lives, for example, home ownership.
### 9.8.5.4 Jessor’s risk and protective factors for adolescent risk behaviours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biology / Genetics</th>
<th>Social Environment</th>
<th>Perceived Environment</th>
<th>Personality</th>
<th>Behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk Factors</td>
<td>Risk Factors</td>
<td>Risk Factors</td>
<td>Risk Factors</td>
<td>Risk Factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family history of alcoholism</td>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>Models for deviant behaviour</td>
<td>Low perceived life chances</td>
<td>Problem drinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normative anomie</td>
<td>Parent–friends</td>
<td>Low self-esteem</td>
<td>Poor school work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Racial inequality</td>
<td>normative conflict</td>
<td>Risk-taking propensity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Illegitimate opportunity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protective Factors</th>
<th>Protective Factors</th>
<th>Protective Factors</th>
<th>Protective Factors</th>
<th>Protective Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High intelligence</td>
<td>Quality schools</td>
<td>Models for conventional behaviour</td>
<td>Value on achievement</td>
<td>Church attendance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cohesive family</td>
<td>High controls against deviant behaviour</td>
<td>Value on health</td>
<td>Involvement in school and voluntary clubs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neighbourhood resources</td>
<td></td>
<td>Intolerance of deviance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interested adults</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adolescent Risk Behaviour/Lifestyles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem behaviour</th>
<th>Health-related behaviour</th>
<th>School behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illicit drug use</td>
<td>Unhealthy eating</td>
<td>Truancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delinquency</td>
<td>Tobacco use</td>
<td>Dropout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drink-driving</td>
<td>Sedentariness</td>
<td>Drug use at school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-use of safety belt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Health/Life-compromising Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Social roles</th>
<th>Personal development</th>
<th>Preparation for adulthood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disease / illness</td>
<td>School failure</td>
<td>Inadequate self-concept</td>
<td>Limited work skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowered fitness</td>
<td>Social isolation</td>
<td>Depression / suicide</td>
<td>Unemployability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal trouble</td>
<td></td>
<td>Amotivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early childbearing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 5: Interrelated conceptual domains of risk factors and protective factors

Source: Jessor, 1998 [14]
9.8.5.5 Social stress model

Jason and Rhodes’ social stress model is useful because it illustrates the need to consider, for an individual or for a community, the balance of risk and protective factors for drug use when planning an intervention. The model includes consideration of the following risk and protective factors:

- **Stress** includes major life events such as child sexual assault, long-term problems such as poverty or lack of recreational opportunities, everyday problems such as dealing with a violent environment, major life changes such as moving house and adolescent developmental changes.

- **Normalisation** of a drug is affected by law enforcement, availability, price, advertising, media presentation, culture and peer norms.

- **Experience** of drug use is affected by variables associated with the user (e.g. the user’s expectations of effect); the drug (e.g. type of drug or how pure it is); and the setting (e.g. the mood of the occasion).

- **Attachments** can be positive or negative, and can be with other adolescents, the family, workers, and so on.

- **Skills** include competencies that help people succeed in life (e.g. leadership) and coping strategies such as skills in assertiveness, problem solving and relaxation.

- **Resources** are anything that can help towards physical and emotional needs being met and can be internal (e.g. intelligence) or external (e.g. family, adolescent workers).

The main problem with the model is that many factors are not just associated with risk or protection. For example, attachments can be risk factors if they contribute to drug abuse, or protective if they discourage drug abuse. However, the notion of looking at the full range of factors, minimising the risk factors and enhancing the protective factors to change the balance from risky to protective, is useful.

9.8.6 Synthesis

A scan of the above reviews and models of risk and protective factors suggests:

- there is a large number of factors involved in drug abuse and these other behaviours, at the individual, family, community and macro levels;

- commonality between risk and protective factors for drug abuse, criminality and health risk behaviours.

Interventions need to address the range of risk and protective factors. Models for planning interventions, on the basis of knowledge of risk and protective factors, are presented below.
9.9 Health promotion

9.9.1 Definition

Attention to structural or macro-environmental factors has been a part of health promotion for some time.[183] Health is defined in the preamble to the WHO constitution of 1948 as ‘a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity’. It has long been acknowledged that there are certain prerequisites for health, which include peace, adequate economic resources, food and shelter, clean water, a stable ecosystem and sustainable resource use. Recognition of these prerequisites highlights the links between social and economic conditions, the physical environment, individual lifestyles and health. These links provide the key to a holistic understanding of health that is central to the definition of health promotion.

9.9.2 Health promotion planning

Planning interventions requires more than identification of risk and protective factors. Effective planning methods are required. Various texts on health promotion planning can be found elsewhere.[184, 185] These planning methods include:

- conducting needs assessments: identifying all of the relevant risk factors, protective factors and available resources
- identifying and working with partners
- involving the target group
- defining clear, achievable objectives
- identifying strategies to achieve objectives and checking the viability of those strategies
- establishing monitoring and evaluation mechanisms
- identifying and monitoring possible side-effects of any interventions.

Table 9: Health promotion framework for identifying factors associated with or contributing to a health problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Some examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Attitudes, knowledge, values beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Role models, social support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td>Physical support, housing, transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health service</td>
<td>Availability, accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>Financial incentives for prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>Political self-efficacy, opportunities for participation in decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative</td>
<td>Laws, regulations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Based upon framework presented by Hawe, Degeling & Hall [184]
Thus, identifying and analysing multiple risk and protective factors is not just the domain of drug prevention, but is common to the general field of health promotion. For example, Hawe, Degeling and Hall provide a framework for identifying factors associated with or contributing to any health problem that is consistent with the risk and protective factors for drug abuse identified in Table 9.

Further, Hawe and colleagues categorised these risk factors into contributing, enabling and predisposing risk factors, and argued that health promotion needs to cover all three types of factors to be effective:

- **Predisposing**: factors that predispose people to act in a certain way, e.g. knowledge and attitudes
- **Enabling**: factors that enable a behaviour or a situation to occur, e.g. availability of drugs
- **Reinforcing**: factors that reward or punish the carrying out of a behaviour or the maintenance of a situation, e.g. belief that smoking is ‘cool’.

### 9.9.3 Target groups

The target group of health promotion interventions needs to be clearly specified. A method of describing target groups which is increasingly being used in public health interventions is as universal, selective or indicated groups.[186]

- **Universal**: target entire populations (e.g. school students) with messages to prevent, or at least delay, use
- **Selective**: target at-risk youth who are not yet using to prevent or delay use
- **Indicated**: target those who are already using to prevent abuse, and target those who are abusing substances to prevent progression to further harms.

Macro-environmental risk factors can differentially affect selective and indicated groups and structural interventions can differentially impact upon these groups.
9.10 Drug prevention strategies

Traditional drug prevention strategies are briefly reviewed below.

9.10.1 Focusing on the individual

Drug prevention strategies that aim to change the behaviour of individuals have typically tried to do so by increasing fear, perceived risk of drug-related harm, psychological functioning, or social skills. Such programs have typically been implemented as school-based programs or media campaigns, although other settings and means have been used. The rationale and main problems with each of these approaches are summarised in Table 10.

The report card on interventions that rely upon intervening with young people to prevent drug use has not been good. This is not to say that they are useless or completely counterproductive. However, there are methods that have been repeatedly demonstrated to be ineffective or counterproductive that continue to be used (e.g. trying to scare young people about drugs), and others that can be effective that are not necessarily implemented in a ‘best practice’ manner (e.g. interactive rather than didactic methods) or are implemented with unrealistic objectives (e.g. single risk-factor approaches: relying upon a single intervention to inoculate youth from using drugs). See Paglia and Room [5] and Spooner [187] for guidelines for effective drug education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Efficacy and problem with this approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To increase fear of drugs</td>
<td>Scaring youth about drugs will act as a deterrent.</td>
<td>Ineffective or counterproductive: Can increase attractiveness of drugs, as something risky, for some.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To increase perception of drug-related harms</td>
<td>Giving information about the risks and harms associated with drug use will cause youth to make informed decisions to not use drugs.</td>
<td>Ineffective or counterproductive if young people discover that information is incorrect or biased, the whole message is discarded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To increase psychological health, particularly self-esteem</td>
<td>Young people use drugs because they have emotional problems or low self-esteem.</td>
<td>Ineffective or counterproductive: Low self-esteem has not been found to be predictive of drug use or abuse, so the strategy is fundamentally flawed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To increase social skills, particularly assertiveness</td>
<td>Young people who use drugs are pressured to use drugs as they lack the skills to resist peer pressure.</td>
<td>Ineffective or small, short-term positive impact, depending upon quality of implementation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Objectives, rationale and problems with typical drug prevention strategies aimed at individuals

Sources [5, 187]
9.10.2 Family interventions

Family interventions address significant risk factors for substance use and abuse: parent–child communication, parental role-modelling, and parenting skills. They are problematic as a universal prevention strategy because of low participation, self-selection (‘the worried well’) and the high cost of such interventions. However, as a selective strategy for at-risk families, they appear to be a promising form of prevention.[28, 186]

Family interventions have particular value in the Influences Model (Figure 7) because of their ability to have direct influence on children, as well as their ability to mediate risk factors from the broader community. Family interventions might be more cost-effective when they are considered in the light of the multiple benefits to children and society, rather than as drug prevention programs per se.[28]

9.10.3 Local community interventions

9.10.3.1 Community mentoring programs

Despite numerous evaluations showing no effect, community mentoring programs are seen as promising for reducing drug and alcohol use among ‘at risk’ children.[188]

9.10.3.2 Community-based recreation programs

The impact of community-based recreation programs can vary, depending upon how they are implemented. They can be beneficial because they address the risk factors of alienation and association with antisocial peers, but they can also provide an opportunity for crime as victims and offenders interact. They can also provide an opportunity for socialisation with and between antisocial peers.[188]

Norman reviewed alternative-activities approaches, including sports, arts, entertainment or business ventures.[189] Norman concluded that these approaches tend to be not effective on their own, but could be an integral component of a larger intervention, particularly for high-risk youth, as it could provide opportunities for personal development and pro-social bonding.

9.10.3.3 School policy

After their review of the literature, Paglia and Room concluded that there is insufficient evidence on the components of the most effective school policy. However, it was recommended that a comprehensive policy be actively enforced and that schools have (or refer to) cessation/counselling programs for abusers.[5]
9.10.4 Comprehensive community approaches

Research and theoretical models suggest that multi-modal strategies are the most likely means of preventing drug use. Multi-modal strategies can address the multiple risk and protective factors for drug use in a coordinated, comprehensive and consistent manner. Ideally, they would involve a comprehensive needs assessment in a particular community and development and implementation of a range of strategies to reduce risk factors and promote protective factors as indicated by the needs assessment. The plan could include interventions targeting individuals (e.g. mass media and school-based interventions), the family (e.g. parent effectiveness training for at-risk families) and the community (e.g. revision of school policies relating to personal development and drug education, legislative changes, changes to law enforcement practices, improvements in sporting facilities, additional educational and vocational opportunities). However, planning, implementing and evaluating such strategies can be costly, time-consuming and difficult. Intersectoral cooperation on even a single intervention can be difficult, let alone on a comprehensive set of interventions. Consequently, there is not a large group of well-implemented and well-evaluated trials to demonstrate efficacy, let alone to specify the key strategies and best practice.

Two examples of multi-level community approaches have been described by Paglia and Room:

1. The Midwestern Prevention Program (MPP) included a school program, a parent program, mass media advertising, community organisation, and policy change to restrict access and availability.[190]

2. Project Northland was aimed at preventing alcohol use among adolescents. Phase 1 included a school-based program, a parent program, peer leadership of alcohol-free extracurricular activities, and community policy changes. Phase 2 included community organisation, parent education, youth action teams, media and a school curriculum.[191, 192]

Some positive results have been reported from evaluations of these projects, although methodological flaws have cast doubt over the MPP results. The cost-effectiveness of such large-scale programs is yet to be demonstrated.

9.10.5 Legislation and law enforcement

9.10.5.1 Legislation

9.10.5.1.1 Taxes

Paglia and Room’s review concluded that, as adolescents are particularly price-sensitive, increasing the price of alcohol and cigarettes by increasing taxes has reduced initiation of use, consumption and harms among youth.[5] This is supported by Australian research relating to tobacco [193] and New Zealand research relating to alcohol.[194]

9.10.5.1.2 Minimum purchasing age

Research on the increase of the legal drinking age in the United States, to 21, in the 1980s has indicated that those increases reduced drinking and drink-driving and other alcohol-related problems, such as suicide and injury, among youth. [5] Contrary to concerns at the time, alcohol use was, apparently, not replaced by cannabis use.


9.10.5.1.3 Restrictions for new or young drivers

Lowering the legal blood alcohol limit has reduced fatal crashes.[5]

Graduated licensing is a strategy whereby new drivers have restrictions placed upon their driving for a period before they can obtain a full licence. These restrictions aim to reduce the risk factors for accidents, such as drink driving. Stipulations can include zero blood alcohol levels and a prohibition of driving at night. Evaluations to date suggest that graduated licensing has contributed to reduction in motor vehicle accidents and a reduction in drink-driving involving young drivers.[5]

9.10.5.2 Law enforcement

Since the launch of the National Campaign against Drug Abuse in 1985, there has been increased collaboration between the police and the health sector in addressing drug and alcohol problems.[195, 196] There are many law enforcement activities that relate to drug prevention, including random breath testing, enforcement of liquor laws [197] and diversion.[198] Law enforcement strategies have been criticised, particularly in the context of illicit drug use. For example, police crackdowns have been described as inconsistent with harm minimisation.[199] As with any strategy, law enforcement cannot be said to ‘work’ or to ‘not work’ — it depends upon the specific strategy plan and implementation. Taking a broader view, Sherman reviewed crime prevention strategies in the United States. While not specific to drug and alcohol prevention in Australia, Sherman’s conclusions do provide a relevant overview of the efficacy of policing strategies:

The connection of policing to risk factors is the most powerful conclusion reached from three decades of research. Hiring more police to provide rapid 911 responses, unfocused random patrol, and reactive arrests does not prevent serious crime. Community policing without a clear focus on crime risk factors generally shows no effect on crime. But directed patrols, proactive arrests and problem-solving at high-crime ‘hot spots’ has shown substantial evidence of crime prevention. Police can prevent robbery, disorder, gun violence, drunk driving and domestic violence, but only by using certain methods under certain conditions (p. 360). [188]

In sum, some law enforcement strategies are more effective than others, just as some health promotion strategies are more effective than others.

9.10.5.3 Availability

Access to substances in the home has been found to be associated with use of cigarettes, alcohol and marijuana among students.[5]

9.10.5.4 Conclusions

Following their review of legal and regulatory approaches to drug prevention among youth, Paglia and Room noted that such approaches were evaluated with the most methodologically sound manner producing consistently positive results.[5] They cautioned, however, that such approaches can only shape behaviour, not eliminate it. They also cautioned against focusing on legal approaches that criminalise youth drug use and create a large number of criminals. Such an approach can incur administrative and social problems. Paglia and Room also noted that criminalising the sellers of illegal drugs has a drawback in that the government has no ability to regulate sales to minors and to regulate price (via taxation) with illegal drug sales.
9.10.6 Harm reduction approaches

Given (a) the lack of success in achieving drug abstinence among young people, and (b) the socially normative nature of drug use, particularly alcohol use, in society, harm reduction approaches have been adopted.[4] Harm reduction is also generally easier to implement and evaluate, because the objectives relate to behaviour change that can be measured in the short term within a specific target group. For example, Paglia and Room’s review identified that some positive results have been found with the following strategies:[5]

- promoting agreements between parents and children that the child will ring the parent for a lift rather than get into a car with a driver who has been drinking;
- motivational interviewing with feedback on risk reduction among university students who drank frequently and drank at least five drinks on one occasion in the previous month or who reported experiencing at least three alcohol-related problems on 3–5 occasions;
- environmental interventions such as first-aid at rock concerts.

9.11 A model of influences on drug use behaviour

A conceptual model was developed to assist with the task of defining ‘structural factors’. The ‘Influences Model’, presented in Figure 7, was derived from previous research on risk and protective factors for drug use and other problem behaviours (summarised in 9.8.5). A range of factors that span a continuum from individual to macro-environmental factors has been found to influence drug use behaviours:

- individual factors, which involve and affect only the individual (e.g. genetic factors)
- family factors, which involve and affect siblings and other relatives (e.g. family functioning, family-level SES)
- local environmental factors, which affect and involve others in the local community (e.g. peers, the school environment, community-level SES and resources)
- macro-environmental factors, which involve and affect the broader community (e.g. legislation, social capital). Macro-environmental factors can also be divided into State, national and international influences.

Each level of influence has direct and indirect influence upon other levels of influence and upon drug use behaviour. Indirect influence refers to the ability of closer sources of influence to buffer or mediate more distant sources of influence. For example, the family can influence the peers with which a young person associates, thereby influencing that local–community influence.
Similarly, peers can influence a young person’s attitudes towards legislation and law enforcement. Influences can be bi-directional, in that the individuals can influence their family, peers, school and even the macro-environment. The arrows in Figure 7 are depicted as unidirectional because it is the downward influences upon drug use behaviours that are the focus of this report.

Given the national and State/Territory levels of audience for this report, our focus is on the macro-environmental-level risk factors (social, cultural, physical and economic influences on drug use), which are most subject to influence by State/Territory and national policy and programs.
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